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Summary of the Text

The structure of the work is as follows:

Book I.
A. Introduction Q-r7): Cicero explains his motives in writing the

work, and his general standpoint as a philosopher of the Aca-
demic school.

B. The Epicuraû,n ca,se,in three þarts (I B-56):
(i) rB-24: Attacks on the immediate opponents, Stoics and

Academics.
(ii) z5-43: Criticisms of other views of deity; the philoso-

phers, from Thales onwards, the poets, the non'Greek
religions,

(iii) 43-56: The Bpicurean system, a condensed account,
but the most systematic presentation which we possess:

(a) How do we know gods exist? Epistemology
(+s-¡)

(á) What are theY made of.P (+6-g)

þ) How many are there? (5o)
(d) Whatdo they do? (5I-3)
[No discussion of their habitat, the vexed question of
their immortality; and the account of their activity is

spare]
C. Cotta's criticisms (57*rzQ:

(i) 57-€r: Praise ofVelleius's eloquence, but not of his con-
tent.

(ii) 6z-4: Inadequacy of the argument ex clnsensu gentium.

(iii) 65*74: Refutation of gods as atomic compounds.
(iv) 75*roz: Anthropomorphism of gods ridiculed.
(v) ro3-ro: Where do they live? How are their images pro-

duced?
(vi) I rr-t+: In what cloes their happiness consists?
(vii) r rb-2+i Why should we reverence such deities?

Summary of the Text xlvii
Book z.
The Stoic case infour þarts:

(i) r*44: The gods exist:
(a) Prooffrom design in the world.
(ú) Prooffrom divine epiphanies.
(c) Prooffrom the consensus ofmankind.
(d) Prooffrom divination and prophecy.
The arguments of Cleanthes (r3-r!):
(ø) Our foreknowledge offuture events.
(å) Our temperate and beneficial climate; the earth's

fertility.
(c) The awe induced by natural phenomena.
(d) Regular motions and beauty of the heavenly

bodies.
The arguments of Chrysippus (r614):
(ø) The ontological argument: Có¿ ¡ that than

which there is nothing better.
(å) Human reason as part of the world-intelligence;

cosmic harmony (Zeno,s syllogisms).
(c) All matter sustained by the selÊmoving world-

heat (hegemonikon).
(d) The world superior to its parts and therefore

divine.
(ø) The hierarchy of being: vegetable, animal,

human, ascending logically to the divine
(ä) 45-72: The nature of the divine : 

'

(ø) The divine form is spherical.
(å) Its activity (sun, moon, planets, fixed stars) is

rotatory,
(c) Nature as craftsman.
(d) Gods of popular worship symbolizing gifts or

aspects ofnature.
(iii) 73-r53: Providential government of the world:

(ø) Nature's activity as controlling agent of a cohes_
ive universe cannot be fortuitous.

(å) Marvels of nature: heavenly bodies; vegetable
and animal life; organic structure of so,Jereign
man, his reason and creative talent.



xlviii Summary of the Text

(iv) r54-68: The world ordered for the benefit of mankind:
- 

1ø¡ fne heavens as spectacle'

(å) The vegetables, lower animals, and the inan-
imate world provided for human use.

(r) Divination, which allows men to foretell the
future.

Book 3.
Cotta's criticisms dthe Stoic thesis

(i) r-g: Acceptance of the existence of gods on ancestral
authority, but rebuttal of Stoic arguments seeking to
prove it.

(ii) ro-r9: Precariousness of arguments for the existence of
gods:

(a) ex consensu gentium.
(ú) from divine epiphanies,
(c) from divination.
(d) from meteorological disturbances.

(iii) zo-64: Attack on the Stoic conception of the divine
nature:

(ø) How can the world be God? The objections of
Carneades.

(å) The dubious origins ofsome gods. The objection
to abstract deities.

(iv) 65: Attack on the notion of providential government of
the universe

fThis section wholly lost]
66-93: Attack on the notion of providential care for
mankind:

(a) The gift of reason to men a disaster.
(á) Blessings and reverses, virtues and vices are not

divine gifts, but bestowed on humans by humans.
Conclusion of the debate:

(u) gS, Cotta's criticisms persuade Velleius, but Cicero
thinks the Stoic thesis closer to the truth.

J{ote on the Text and Translation

Though no manuscripßof Denaturadeorumpñor to the ninth cen-

tury have been uncovered, the popularity ofthe treatise through-
out the patristic period in the West ensured its survival into the
Carolingian era. All existing manuscripts descend from three
copies made in France in that age, A, B, and fi, or from an ele-

venth-centurycodex copied at Monte Cassino. These manuscripts
contained in whole or in part not only De natura deorum but also

seven other treatises: De diuinatione, Tirnaeus, Defato, Topica, Para-

doxa Stoicorum, Academica Priora, and De legibus' The manuscripts
ABH are housed in the Rijksuniversiteit at Leiden; the works con-

tained in them are familiarly known as the Leiden corpus.

The head of the first of these, Voss. Lat' F 86 (B), came from
Corbie. From it was copied the late ninth-century codex -8,

which later made its way to Strasbourg, from where Poggio

took it to ltaly; it now lies in the library of S. Marco at Florence
(Laur. S. Marco 257). From it are descended several fifteenth-
century Florentine manuscripts.

One of the manuscripts of the second family, Voss. Lat. F B4

(.4), also came from Cort¡ie. Another member of the same

family is the famous Vienna codex, Vindob. t9g (V), which was

corrected at Ferrières by Servatus Lupus against a Corbie copy.

Most late medieval and Renaissance manuscripts are descended

from it. The third member of the family, Leiden BPL IIB (¡Ð,
was copied at Monte Cassino in the eleventh century, the first
extant copy to be made south of the Alps.

Editions of Denaturadeorummustbase themselves on the secure

foundations of ABFH. The Plasberg-Ax Teubner text (Leipzig,

rg33), on which this translation is based, has in addition used

other manuscripts from the same families, especially where
there are lacunai in one or other of them.l

I I abstract these details from R, H. Rouse's account in Texß and Tranvnission (ed.

L. D, Reynolds, Oxford, rg83), r24fl.
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4 Tlte Nature of the Gods

keep it in motion eternally? Unless ajudgement is made between
theie views, we must inevitably labour under grievous misao-

3 prehension, in ignorance of the supreme issucs-. For there aie
and have been philosophers* who maintain that the gods exer-
cise absolutely no supervision over human affairs. If tïrei, opin_
ion is true, how can we show devotion to the gods, or hJ;;
sense of the holy or.of religious obligation? All s"uch chaste anå
scrupulous acknowredgement of thã divine power ir por"ti.lì
unless the gods take,notice of it, and unless the i*_oituf gàãi
make some acknowledgement to the human race. But if the
gods have neither the power nor the desire ro nap "i ii1i.î
have no interest whatever and they pay no attention to our
activities, if there is 

'othing 
which cur p.r"otute from tt.- io

affect our human lives, what reason hauå *e for addressinE anv
acts of worship or honours or prayers to the immo.td goãri-íf
such activities are a mere fu'.udg of feigned pretence, ,ñ;t;;
contain no true devotion, nor indeed an! othå virtue, anJia,,ittr-
out devorion to the gods all sense of the holy u.rd áf ,.ld;;,
obligation is also lost. Once these disappear, our lives become
fraught with disturbance and great chaos. It is conceivable
that, if reverence for the gods is-removed, trust and tt. ,o.iut
bond between men and the uniquely pre_eminent virtue ofjustice will disappear.

But there are other philosophers ofhigh and notable stature
who hold that the entire universe is ordäred and soverned hv
the. intelligence and reason of the gods. They S" i;r,t.r, "råclaim that the gods take counsel anJforethoughiør ou, fiíes as
men' They believe that harvests and a[ that tñe earth bears, the
atmospheric changes, the alternation of the seasons, tn. íuri_
ations in weather, by which ail the produce of the eárth ,ip.r,,
and matures, are bestowed by the gods on the human åce.
They adducg many features (and theó wiil be mentioned in the
present_ work*) such as seem to have been fashioned, so to
speak, by the immortal gods for human use. In opporiiion to
these thinkers, Carneades* mounted so many arguments against
them as to stimulate even the lowest intelrigence with a desire to
probe the truth. Indeed, there is_ no topic ãn which ,rot *.r.iy
the unlearned but even educated p.opi" disagree so much, and
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since their beließ range so widely and are so much at odds with 
,"svchothe\ 

two possibilities exist: it may be that none of them is

tru", o. atany rate no more than one of them can be'

In my discussion of this question, I can both appease my well-

disposed critics and refute malicious backbiters,* forcing the

secãnd group to regret their censure, and the first to have the

oleasure of being instructed; for those who offer friendly admoni-

iion need to be enlightened, while those who make hostile attacks

need to be refuted,

n I see that there has been a wide and varying reaction to the
" sau"rul books which I have published within a short period.

Some people have wondered at the reason for my sudden

enthusiasm for the study of philosophy, and others have been

eager to know what positive beließ I held on each issue. I
beóame awate, too, that many found it surprising that I
approved pârticularly of the philosophy which in their view

dãused the light and plunged the issues, so to say, in darkness,

and that I had unexpectedly undertaken the defeuce of a

school of thought which men had quitted and long left

behind.# But my interest in philosophy is no sudden impulse,

for I have devoted no little attention and enthusiasm to study-

ing it, and I was philosophizing when I least appeared to be

doing so. This is attested by *y speeches, which are chock-full
of philosophers' maxims, and by my intimate contact with
highly educated men, for my household was regularly hon-

oured by their presence. Then too I was educated by philoso-

phers outstanding in their field,8 Diodotus and Philo,

7 Antiochus and Posidonius. Moreover, if the injunctions of
philosophy all have a bearing on how we live, I believe that in
both public and private spheres I have put into practice the

precepts recommended by reason and by learning. But if
anyone wishes to know why I have come so late in setting
these thoughts to paper, there is nothing which is easier for me

to explain. I was at a loose end with nothing to do, for the poli-
tical situation* demanded that the state be governed by the

strategy and supervision of a single man. So my first thought
was that I should explain philosophy to my fellow-citizens as a

public duty, for I believed that the glory and reputation of the
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Ye gods, and all ye citizens and youths, I pray,
I beg, demand, implore, beseech your aid today,

not on some trifling matter, such as the complaint made in that
play that offences deserving the death-penalty were being com-
mitted in the citY:

A courtesan spurns money from her love-sick swain!

t+ My request instead is that all should attend, investigate, and pass
judgement on the views we are to hold on religion, divine obsãrv_
ance, holiness, and religious ceremonial; on good faith and
oath-taking; on temples and shrines and solemn sacrifices, as
well as on the very auspices over which I myself preside.* For
each and every one of these things relates to th; issue of the
immortal gods, and certainly the widespread disagreement on
this important matter amongst highly léarned meñ must occa_
sion doubts in rhe minds of those who believe that they have
attained a measure of certainty concerning it,

IS My thoughts have often turned to this controversy, but never
more so than when we held a most rigorous and careful discus-
sion* on the immortal gods at the home of my friend Gaius

Çot1a. At his request and invitation we gathered there during
the Latin festival. When I arrived, I found him sitting in an
alcove arguing with the senator Gaius Velleius, whom Epicur_
eans regarded as their leading light among Romans ai that
time. Also present was Quintus Lucilius Balbìs,* whose studies
among the Stoics were so advanced that he bore comparison
with the outstanding Greeks of the school

When Cotta caught sight of me, he said: ,your arrival is
timely, for I am just getting involved in an argument with Vel_
leius on an important topic. In view of your interests, you will
not be reluctant tojoin us.'

r 6 _ 'As you sa¡ it does look as if I have arrived at a good moment,,
I replied, 'for here you are, leading figures of tñree schools of
philosoph¡ gathered together. If only Marcw piso* were here,
no school of thought-at least of the respectable ones-would
go unrepresented.'

Cotta then commented: ,But there is no need to regret the

Book t 9

absence of your friend Piso, if the book of our good friend A"r]9'
chus which he recently sent to Balbus here tells the truth. He

¡¡aintains that Stoics are at one with Peripatetics* in substance,

and that they differ merely in the terms they use. I am keen to

have Your views on the book, Balbus.'
'My personal reaction', Balbus observed,'is surprise that such

an outstandingly sharp mind as Antiochus has not noted the

world of diffbrence between Stoics, who distinguish the honour-

able from the expedient not merely in name but as funda'
mentally different in kind, and Peripatetics, who associate the

two and suggest that the difference between them is one of
degree or level of meaning, you might say, rather than of kind.
This disagreement is no trivial one of words, but an important

rr issue of content. However, this is a topic for another time; let us'' 
concentrate at present, ifyou are agreeable, on the subject on

which we have already embarked.'
tThat suits me', said Cotta,'but we mustn't keep our new arri-

val in the dark about the topic.' He looked over at me.'We were

discussing the nature of the gods, a question which as always I
find extremely opaque; so I was sounding out Velleius on the
views of Bpicurus. So, Velleius, if it is not too much trouble, re-
capitulate your initial remarks.'

'I'11 do that', he replied.'Mind you, his arnval is a reinforce'
ment for you rather than for tne, since both of you' (this he

added with a grin) 'have been taught by the same teacher Philo
to know nothing.'*

Then I interposed.'That teaching I leave to Cotta to explain;
please don't think that I'm here as his second; I shall listen impar'
tially and without prejudice. No compulsion binds me to defend

any particular view willy-nilly.'
rB Then Velleius, with the breezy confidence* customary with

Epicureans; and fearing nothing so much as to give the impres-
sion of doubt about anything, spoke as if he had just come down
from attending the gods' assembly up in the Epicurean intermun'

dia.*
'What you are going to hear are no airy-fairy, fanciful opin-

ions, like the craftsman-god in Plato's Timaeus* who constructs
the world, or the prophetic old lady whom the Stoics call Pronoia,
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and whom in Latin we can term Providentia. I am not
speak of the universe itself as a round, blazing, revolving deity
endowed with mind and feelings. These are the prodigies and

rg wonclers ofphilosophers who prefer dreaming to reasoning. I asl¡
you, what sort of mental vision enabled your teacher Plato to
envisage the construction of so massive a work, the assembling
and building of the universe by the god in the way which he
describesP What was his technique of'building? What were his
tools and levers and scaffolding?* Who were his helpers in so
vast an enterprise? How could the elements of air and fire, water
and earth knuckle under and obey the will of the architect? How
did those solids of five shapes* from which all other things were
fashioned originate, and conveniently station themselves to
strike the mind and to produce sensations?* It would be a tedious
business to recount all the particulars which appear as castles in

20 the air rather than as genuine discoveries; what takes the palm is
that though he represented the world as not merely born but vir-
tually manufacturecl, he claimecl that it would be eternal.

'Do you maintain that Plato had the slightest acquaintance
with natt¡ral philosophy, when he believes that anything which
had a beginning can last for ever? What compound is there
which does not break up? What thing has some sort of begin-
ning but has no end?* Now if your Stoic Pronoia, Lucullus, is
identical with this,t my question remains the same as before:
what agents were there, what scaffolding? What were the plan-
ning and arrangcment? But if your deity is different, why did
Pronoia make the universe mortal rather than eternal as Plato's
god did?

2r 'T'he question I put to both ofyou is this: why did these world-
builders suddenly emerge after lying asleep for countless genera-
tions? For the non-existence ofthe universe does not necessarily
imply absence of periods of time; by 'periods of time' I do nor
mean those fixed by the yearly courses of the stars numbered in
days and nights, for I grant that such eras would not have come
into being without the circular movement of the universe. What
I do mean is eternity, so to say, from the boundless past; one
cannot measure it by any definite period of time, but one can
understand what it must have been in extent,x for one cannot
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even envisage that there may have been a time when no time

existecl'

^ô 'So what I am asking, Balbus, is this: why did your Pronoia
v' 

remain iclle throughout that boundless length of time? Was she

avoiding hard work? But hard work does not impinge upon a
god, and in any case there was no such labour, for all the elements

ãf rky, stars, lands, and seas obeyed the divine will. Why should
the god have sought, like some aedile, to adorn the world with
decorative figures* and illuminations? If his motive was to
improve his own living-quarters, then presumably he had earlier
been dwelling for an infinite time in darkness, enclosed, so to
say, in a windowless hovel. And what happened next? Do we

assume that he took pleasure in the varied adornment which we
behold in the heavens and on earth? What pleasure can a god

take in such things? And if he did derive such pleasure, he could
not have foregone it for so long.

Qq 'Alternatively, did God make this provision for the benefit of" 
humans, as you Stoics usually claim?* If it was for humans, was
it merely for the wise? In that case, the massive construction of
the world was for the benefit of the few.* Or was it for fools?

The first objection to this is that God had no cause to gain the
gratitude of worthless people. In any case, what did he achieve
for them, in view of the fact that unquestionably all fools are
utterly miserable precisely bccause they are fools? Is there any-
thing which we can mention more wretched than the state of
foolishness? The second objection is that life holds so many incon-
veniences that though the wise alleviate them by weighing the
benefits against them, the fools can neither avoid imminent
hardships nor endure them when they are present.

'As for those who have maintained that the world itself pos-
sesses life and wisdom, they have totally failed to see into what

z+ shape the nature of intelligent mind could be installed.* I shall
treat this matter* myself in a moment; for the present I shall
merely express surprise at the slow-wittedness of those who
would have it that a living creature endowed with both immor-
tality and blessedness is spherical in shape, merely because Plato
maintains that no shape is more beautiful than the sphere. In
my view, the cylinder, the cube, the cone, the pyramid are more
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beauriful. And what sort of life is assigned to this rotund godP

Wh¡ to be spun round at speed the like of which cannot even be

imagined; I cannot envisage mental stability or a life ofhappiness
resident in that! If an experience were to manifest itself as

troublesome even in the slightest degree in our own bodies, it
should surely be regarded as troublesome also in the god; now
clearly the earth as a constituent part of the universe is also a
part of your god, yet we observe that massive tracts of the earth
cannot be populated and cultivated, because some ofthem are
scorched by the impact of the sun, and others are in the hard
grip of snow and frost owing to the sun's prolonged departure.
So if the universe is god, since these lands are a part ofìhe uni-
verse, we are to posit that some of god's limbs are ablaze, while
others are frozen stifil

'So these are your Stoic tenets, Lucilius. Now I shall recount
the older views, * beginning with the most distant of previous phi-
losophers. Thales* of Miletus was the first to investigate Juch
matters, He said that water was the first principle, and that god
was the mind that fashioned all things from water. But can gãds
exist without feelings? And why did he associate mind with
water, if the mind can exist independently without a body? Ana-
ximander* holds that gods are worlds beyond counting, which
are born and over long periods emerge and disappear. But how
can we envisage a god ifhe is not eternal?

'Next, Anaximenest proposed that god was air, that it is cre-
ated, unbounded, infinite and always in motion-as if air which
is without shape could be a god (whereas most importantly a
god should have not merely some shape, but the most handsome
shape of all!), and as if everything which has had a beginning
can be immortal! Anaxagoras* follows, having received his
training from Anaximenes; he was the first to posit that the dis-
position and due order ofall things is delineated and brought to
completion by the power and reason of an infinite Mind. In
arguing this case, Anaxagoras failed to perceive that no infinite
being can be endowed with motion attached to and linked with
sensation, and that sensation does not exist at all unless nature
herself experiences its impact. Secondl¡ if he wished this Mind
of his to be in some sense a living creature, it will have some
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inner force to justify its being called alive; yet nothing can claim
such an inner status in preference to the mind itself. It follows
that it must be clothed in an outer body. But since he will not
have this, the notion of Mind uncovered and simple, not
endowed with any organ of sense, clearly eludes the impact and
grasp of our understanding.

'Alcmaeon of Croton* attributed divinity to the sun, moon,
and stars in general, and also to the soul; he did not realize that
he was bestowing immortality on mortal objects. As for Pythag-
oras,* who posited a soul pervading and passing through the
whole of nature, a soul from which our own individual souls are
detached, he did not perceive that the god was being rent asun-
der, torn apart by this forcible separation of human souls; nor
that when our souls are wretched, which is an experience shared
by many, a segment of the god is wretched, an impossible sup-
position.

'Then again, if the human mind were god, why would it
remain in ignorance of anythingl And further, if this supposed
god were nothing but soul, how could he be implanted or infused
into the universe?

'Next in order, Xenophanes* argued that the whole world had
a mind attached to it, and was god because it was o'unbounded".

On this concept of mind as god, he will be subject to the same
censure as his predecessors; on the god's infinity, the criticism
will be even more severe, for what is infinite can have neither sen-
sation nor connection with anything outside itself. As for Parme-
nides, he proposes a false solution; he constructs an unbroken
circle of fiery light which encircles the sky like a crown (indeed,
he labels ita"stephane" or "crown"), and this he calls god. No
one could ever imagine that this circle has a divine shape or feel-
ing. Parmenides* has in addition many monstrous tenets, for he
makes deities out of war, disharmony, desire, and the like,
things destructible by disease, sleep, forgetfulness, or old age; he
does the same with the heavenly bodies, but as we have censured
this in another philosopher,* we can pass over it in his case.

oEmpedocles* is guilty of many other errors, but his notion of
gods is his most distasteful lapse. He would have it that the four
elements, from which he maintains that all things originate, are
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divine, though it is obvious that the elements come into existence
and are destroyed, and lack all sensation.

oProtagoras* likewise appears to have no inkring of the gods'
natutei he says that he has no clear notion whatsoeîe, of goT;l
oftheir existence or non-existence, or their nature.

'As for Democritusr* who at one moment peoples the company
of the gods with his wandering images, at another witt thá
world of nature which emits anã dispatches them, at ,rroth"i
with.our perception and understanding, he is sureli i" th. ;;ll;
ofgrievous error. since he also maintaiãs that there is absolutelv
nothing which endures, because nothing maintains iu 

"*" """'_dition for ever, he surely disposed of loa so complerely as to
leave no possible belief in him. "

'As for air, which Diogenes of Apollonia* regards as god,
what feeling, what divine shape can it þossess?'It would take too long to recount the self-contradictions in
Plato.* In the Timaeus, hè states that the fäther of the universe
cannot be named; and in the books of the Laws, that we ,fro"iJ
not investigate the nature of god at ail. As for hís 

"rui- trrut g;J
is wholly incorporeal (as the-Greeks sa¡ asomaton),*hat suJh a
nature could possibly.be is inconceivabie, for it would inevitablf
lack sensation as well as practical wisdom and pleasure, all of
which we associate with õur conception of gods. ptuto f,rrth..
states both in the Timaeus and in the Laws that the u,iverse is
god, ancl that so are the sk¡ the stars, the earth, our souls, and
the deities we inherit from ancestral iradition. Such .ri.*, ,r"
clearly false in themselves, and wildly self_contradictory.

'xenophonr* too, makes much ihe same mistake in fewer
words; for in his account ofSocrates' sayings, he presents him as
claiming on the one hand that we must not"inv.rtigut. the shape
of god, but on the other as calling both the sun and the soul as
godr.and as_saying at one -o-.nt that there is one god, urr¿ ui
another a plurality of them. These statements amount to much
the_same misconceptions as those which we cited from plato.

'Moreover Antisthenes,* in his book called Tlte pþtsicist, in
saying that there is one god in nature as opposed to tfrJ-u"i i"
popular belief, deprives the gods of theii^impact and natúre.
Speusippus* is not very differãnt, for he follows in the footstefs

¡
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of his uncle Plato in positing a kind of vital force by which all

things are controlled. He thus seeks to eradicate awareness of
the gods {rom men's minds.

^ 'Aristotle,* in the third book of his work On Philosoþh1, creates
3i 

u ¡otch-potch of many ideas in dissenting from his master Plato.

At one time he assigns divinity solely to Mind; at another he

says that the world itself is god; at another, he appoints some

other person as controller of the world, and gives him the role of
guiding and maintaining the motion of the universe by a kind of
counter-rotation. The heat of the heavens he also calls god, not
realizing that the sky is a part of the universe which he himself
elsewhere denoted as god. Yet how could the heavens maintain
divine consciousness when whirling round at such speed? And
again, where are we to site all the gods of popular belief, if we

regard the heavens themselves as god? And when Aristotle
argues that god is incorporeal, he robs him ofall feeling and prac-
tical wisdom; further, if he is incorporeal, how can he be set in
motion, and if he is in incessant movement, how can he be

untroubled and blissful?
g4 'Xenocrates* his fellow-pupil shows no greater wisdom in this

matter, for in his books entitled The Nature of the Gods, there is no

description of any divine shape. He states that there are eight
gods. The planets bear the names of five of them; the sixth com'
prises all the stars implanted in the sky, to be envisaged as an
uncompounded deity whose limbs are, so to say, scattered
about; he appends the sun as the seventh, and the moon as the
eighth. It is beyond understanding what sensations can impart
blessedness to these.

'Heraclides* of Pontus, also a product of Plato's school, stuffed
his books with infantile stories. But he too regards as divine at
one time the universe, and, at another, Mind. He assigns divinity
to the planets as well; he deprives the god of all feeling; he sug-

gests that his shape is changeable; and again, in the course ofthe
same book, he numbers earth and sky among the gods.

3b 'Equally intolerable is the inconsistency of Theophrastus,* for
at one moment he allots the divine primacy to Mind, at another
to the heavens, and at yet another to the signs ofthe heavenly
stars.
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Another figure unworthy of attention is Theophrastus' disci-
ple Strato,* the one they call the Physicist, for he proposes that
all divine power lies in nature, which bears within it the causes

of birth, growth, and diminution, but which lacks all sensation
and shape.

36 'I come now, Balbus, to the philosophers of your school.*
Zeno* proposes that the law of nature is divine, with the power
of enjoining what is right and of forbidding the opposite. How
he lends life to this law-and we certainly require a god to be a
living creature-we fail to understand. He also says elsewhere
that the upper air is god; but can we fathom a god which is with-
out feeling, a god which never confronts us in our prayers, aspira-
tions, or vows?

'In other books he states his beliefthat there is a kind ofreason
which pervades the whole of nature and is endowcd with divine
power. This same power he assigns also to the stars, and to the
years and months and changing complexion of the years. In
interpreting Hesiod's Theogon2* (which means'The Birth of the
Gods'), he dispenses totally with customary notions of the gods.
He does not regard Jupiter, Juno, Vesta, or deities similarly
named as among the company of the gods, but teaches that
these names by a sort of symbolism have been pinned on things
without life and speech.

g7 'His pupil Aristo* proposes an equally misguided thesis; for he
argues that it is impossible to comprehend the shape of the
deity, he denies that the gods possess feeling, and he is wholly
uncertain whether there is a living god or not.

'As for Cleanthes,* who with the last-named was a fellow-
disciple of Zeno, he at one point states that the universe itself
is god, at another confers this title on the mind and soul of the
whole of nature, but at a third decrees that the furthest, highest
band of heat which envelops all round and girds and embraces
the whole of creation on the outside, is god beyond the shadow
of a doubt. Again, in the books which he composed Against Pleas-

ure)he writes as if he is offhis head, imagining at one moment
that gods have a particular shape and appearance, but at
another investing the stars with total divinity, and at another
decreeing that nothing is more divine than reason. The outcome
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is that the god which our minds identify, and which we seek to
rnemorize as having left its mental imprint on us,t nowhere
¡¡akes any appearance at all.

oPersaeus,* also a discipleof Zeno, claims that those men have
þeen considered gods who have devised some great and useful
contribution to civilized life, and further, that such useful and
beneficial contributions have themselves been accorded the
status of gods. He did not even qualify this by calling them dis-
coveries by the gods, but maintained that they were themselves
divine. What could be more stupid than to attach the dignity of
gods to mean and ugly objects, or to grant a place in the company
of gods to men already obliterated in death, so that worship of
them would consist ofnothing but lamentation?

'As for Chrysippus,* who is regarded as the craftiest inter-
preter of the Stoic dreams, he assembles a massive crowd of
unknown gods, gods so much beyond our knowing, indeed, that
we cannot even hazard â guess at their shape, despite the fact
that our minds to all appearances are capable of imagining any
conceivable thing. He states that divine power lies in reason,
and in the soul and mind of the natural world as a whole; that
the universe itself is god, together with its soul which pervades
everything; that its guiding principle, at work in the intellect
and the reason, is also god; so is the general, all-embracing
nature of things, and predetermined fate, and the ineluctable
course of future events; and beyond these, fire and the aether
which I have mentioned already; also things naturally in flux
and flow, like water, earth, the lower air, the sun and moon and
stars, and the all-embracing creation; and even those human
persons who have attained immortality.

'Chrysippus also claims that the one whom men callJupiter is
the aether, that the air pervading the seas is Neptune, that the
earth is the one they call Ceres;* and he runs through the names
of the other gods similarly. He also states that the power of the
enduring and eternal law, which he calls the guide of lile and
mentor in our duties, isJupiter, and he calls that law the necessity
of fate, the enduring truth of future events. Yet not one of these
formulations is of such a kind that divine power seems to reside
in it.
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,These views are set down in the first book of his Nature oJthe

Gods. In the second book, he seeks to reconcile the fairy-stories
of Orpheus, Musaeus,* Hesiod, and Homer with his own
account of the immortal gods in the first book, with the result
that even the remotest poets appear to have been Stoics, even
though they had never dreamt of such doctrines.

'He is followed in this by Diogenes of Babylon,* who in his
book entitled On Mineru¿ detaches from the myth the origin of
that maiden by childbirth from Jupiter, and rationalizes" it in
terms of natural science.

'These approximate views which I have outlined are not con-
sidered judgements by philosophers, but dreams of madmen;
indeed, the utterances of poets* are not much more ridiculous,
though the very charm they exercise is harmful, with their por-

\ayal of the gods as fired with anger and maddened with iust;
they have set before our eyes theirwars and battles, their conflicts
and wounds, their hatreds and divisions and disagreements,
their births and deaths, their plaints and outbursts of griel their
uncontrolled lusts, their adulteries and the bonds confining
them, their sexual intercourse with humans, and their begettin[
of mortals from their immortal seed.

'With these untruths of the poets we can associate the mon-
strosities of the Magi, and the similar lunacy of the Bgyptians,*
and also the beließ of the common herd, *úi"n thei.ignoruráe
of the truth renders wholly inconsistent.

'If anyone were to contemplate the thoughtless and random
nature of all these claims, he would be bound to revere Epicurus,
and to consign him to the company of those very gods who are
the focus of'our enquiry. He was the only person to realize first,
that gods exist because nature herself has imprinted the concep_
tion of them in the minds of all-for what nåtion or category of
men does not have some anticipation of gods, withoui being
indoctrinated? Bpicurus terms this pro leþsis,A in other words thã
conception of an object previously grasped by the mind, without
yfich nothing can be understood, investigated, or discussed.
We have come to appreciate the force and usefulness of this
reasoning as a result of the divine treatise of Bpicurus* entitled
Rule andJudgement.
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., 'So you see that the foundations ofthis enquiry have been
4a impt.rriuely laid: this belief of ours is not based on any prescrip-

tion, custom, or law, but it abides as the strong, unanimous con-
viction of the whole world. We must therefore come to the
realízatian that gods must exist because we have an implanted,
or rather an innate, awareness of them. Now when all people
naturally agree on something, that beliefmust tre true; so we are
to acknowledge that gods exist. Since this is agreed by virtually
everyone-not just philosophers, but also the unlearned-we
further acknowledge that we possess what I earlier called an
'anticipation' or prior notion of gods (we must use neologisms*
for new concepts, just as Bpicurus himself adopted proleps¿s in a
sense which no previous philosopher had employed).

45 'As f was saying, then, we have this prior notion causing us to- 
believe that the gods are blessed and immortal; for just as

nature has bestowed on us the concept of the gods themselves, so

also she has etched the notion on our minds to make us believe
that they are eternal and blessed. Ifthis is the case, the dictum
expounded by Bpicurus* is true: 'oWhat is blessed and immortal
neither is troubled itself, nor caus€s trouble to its neighbour;
thus it is gripped by neither anger nor partiality, for all such atti-
tudes are a mark ofweakness."

'If our aim was merely to worship the gods devotedly and to
free ourselves from superstition, we would need to say nothing
more; the pre-eminent nature of the gods would be venerated
by the devotion of mankind because it is both eternal and truly
blessed, for reverence is rightly accorded to all that is supreme.
Moreover, all fear of the gods would have been excised, through
our awareness that anger and partiality are remote from the
gods' blessed and immortal nature. Once these misapprehen-
sions are banished, no fears ofthe gods loom over us.

'But our minds seek to strengthen these convictions by investi-
gating the shape, the manner of life, the mental activity, and the
mode of operation of the god.

46 'So far as the divine appearance is concerned, we are
prompted partly by nature, and instructed partly by reason.
Each one ofus from every nation has a natural conviction that
the gods have no other than human shape, for what other
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creation-what Epicurus calls isonomia* or equal distribution.
What follows from this principle is that if there is a specific quant-
ity of mortal creatures, the tally of immortals is no fewer; and
agaln, if the destructive elements in the world are countless, the
forces of conservation must likewise be infinite .

'Another enquiry, Balbus, which you Stoics often make, con-
cerns the nature of the gods' life, how they spend their days.
Well, their life is such that nothing imaginable is more blessed,
more abounding in all good things. The god is wholly inactive;
he has no round of tasks to perform, and no structures to set up.
He takes pleasure in his own wisdom and virtue,* utterly certain
that he will be perennially surrounded by the greatest and most
abiding pleasures.

'This god we can truly call blessed, whereas that Stoic god of
yours is plagued with hard work. If the world itself is god, what
can be less restful than to circle the vault ofheaven at breakneck
speed, without stopping for a single moment? Yet nothing is
blessed if it is not restful. Or if there is some god resident as gov-
ernor or guide within the world itself; maintaining the courses of
the stars, the changes ofthe seasons, and the varying economy
of creation, surveying lands and seas, protecting the interests
and lives of the human race, he is certainly caught up in trouble-
some and laborious operations.

6But we Epicureans define the life of blessedness as residing in
the possession of untroubled minds and relaxation from all
duties. Our mentor who has schooled us in all else has also
taught us that the world was created naturall¡ without the
need for a craftsman's role, and the process which in your view
cannot be put in train without the skilful touches of a god is so
straightforward that nature has created, is now creating, and
will continue to create innumerable worlds. Because you Stoics
do not see how nature can achieve this without being endowed
with mind, you behave like poets of traged¡ unable to draw the
plot to its close, and having recourse to a deus ex machina.*

'You would surely have no need of the activity ofsuch a figure
if you would only observe how unlimited, unbounded tracts of
space* extend in all directions. When the mind strains and
stretches itselfto observe these distances, itjourneys abroad so
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appearance do they present to us at any ofour waking or sleeping

hours? But we need not base our entire judgement on such prim-
ary concepts,* for reason itself pronounces the same judgement.

+? It seems fitting that the most outstanding nature, in virtue of its

blessedness and its immortality, should also be the most beauti-
ful; and what arrangement oflimbs, what fashioning of features,

what shape or appearance can be more beautiful than the

human form? You Stoics, Lucilius (I call you to witness rather
than my friend Cotta here, whose views differ according to the

moment¡F), when depicting the divine skill and workmanship,
frequently point out how everything in the human form is

48 designed not merely with utility in mind, but also for beauty. So

if the human shape is superior to the beauty of all living crea-

tures, and god is a living creature, he certainly possesses that
shape which is the most beautiful of all. Since it is certain that
the gods are the most blessed of creatures, and no one can be

blessed without possessing virtue, and virtue cannot exist with-
out reason, and reason can subsist only in the human form, we

must accordingly acknowledge rhat the gods have hurnan

+g shape. Yet this form of theirs is not corporeal but quasi-corpor-
eal,* containing not blood, but quasi-blood'

oEpicurus' researches were too penetrating, and his explana-
tions too subtle, to be grasped by any Tom, Dick, or Harry, but
I rely on the intelligence of my audience here in offering this

explanation, which is more succinct than the theme demands.

By virtue of his mental outlook and practical handling of things
hidden and deeply buried, Epicurus teaches that the vital
nature of the gods is such that it is first perceptible not to the

senses, but to the mind;* and not in substance or in measurable
identity,* like the things which he calls solid bodies because they
are substantial. Rather, an infinite appearance of very similar
images formed out of innumerable atoms arises, ancl flows
towards the gods, Our minds focus and latch on to these images

with the greatest sensations of pleasure; thus they obtain an

understanding ofwhat a blessed and eternal being is.

50 'The significance of the infinity just mentioned is supremely
important, and repays close and careful scrutiny. We must
grasp that its nature is such that there is an exact balance in all
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far that it can observe no ultimate limit at which to halt. It is in
this boundless extent of breadth, length, and height, then, that
innumerable atoms in infinite quantity flit around. There is

space betweeu them, yet they latch on to each other' In gripping
each other they form a chain, as a result ofwhich are fashioned
the shapes and forms of things which you Stoics believe cannot
be created without bellows and anvils. So you have implanted
in our heads the notion of an external lord whom we are to fear
day and night; for who would not stand in awe of a god who is a
prying busybody, who foresees and reflects upon and observes

all things, believing that everything is his business?

55 'The first consequence of this theology is your doctrine of the
necessity of fate, which you call Heìmarmene. This impels you to
claim that every chance event is the outcome of an eternal
verity and a chain of causation.* How much respect can be
accorded to this school of philosophy, which like a pack of ignor-
ant old women regards all that happens as the course of fate?

'Next follows your doctrine of mantike,* the Latin for which is
diuinatio (divination). If we were disposed to take any notice of
you, this would overwhelm us with superstition, impelling us to
cultivate soothsayers, augurs,* fortune-tellers, seers, and

56 dream-interpreters. Epicurus has delivered us from these terrors.
Now that we are liberated, we have no fear of the gods, for we
rcalize that they neither create trouble for themselves, nor seek

to impose it on another. We venerate with devoted reverence
their pre-eminent and outstanding nature.

'But I fear that my enthusiasm has swept me along and made
me too long-winded. But I found it difficult, once I had
embarked upon so important and splendid a subject, to abandon
it, though my role here was to act as listener rather than as

speaker.'

57 Cotta at once responded with his customary bonhomie.* 'But
ifyou had not had something to sa¡ Velleius, you could certainly
not have heard anything from me, for usually my mind more
readily apprehends the reasons for the falsehood of a statement
rather than its truth. This has often struck me before, as it did
just now as I was listening to you. If you were to ask me my view
of the nature of the gods, I should perhaps have nothing to

I
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reply; but if you were to enquire whether I think their nature is
such as you have just outlined, I would say that nothing seems
to me less likely.

'But before turning to the substance ofyour argument, I would
first like to offer my reflections on you personally. I have often, I
suppose, heard that friend of yours Lucius Crassus* assessing
you as undoubtedly the most learned of all Roman Bpicureans,
and saying that few Greeks of the school were a match for you.
But my awareness of his remarkable affection for you led me to
imagine that he was exaggerating out of his goodwill for you. I
hesitate to praise you to your face , but in my view your treatment
of this obscure and difficult subject has been crystal-clear, not
merely in ample exposition of your views, but also in elegance of
expression more marked than is customary in your school.

'During my time in Athens, I often attended Zeno,slectures.*
In fact our teacher Philo, who used to call Zeno ',the Epicurean
chorus-1eader", himself encouraged me to attend, doubtless so
that after hearing the Bpicurean doctrines expounded by the
leader of their school, I would more readily appreciate how well
Philo* refuted their doctrines. The point I wish to make is that
Zeno, unlike most of his school and like yourself, spoke with
clarity, seriousness, and elegance. Yet in listening to you just
now, I experienced the same reaction as I often had when listen-
ing to him; I felt irritated that so talented an individual, if you
will forgive my saying so, had become associated with such triv-
ial, not to say stupid, doctrines.

'Not that I myselfwill advance anything better at this time, for
as I said a moment ago, on almost all topics but especially on nat-
ural philosophy I more readily pronounce on what is not true
rather than on what is. Should you ask me to identify God or his
nature, I shall cite Simonides as my authority: when the tyrant
Hiero* posed the same question to him, he asked for a day,s
grace to consider it privately, and when Hiero put the same ques-
tion to him next day, he begged two days'grace. After doubling
the number of days repeatedly, and being asked by Hiero why
he did this, he answered: "The longer I ponder the question, the
darker I think is the prospect of a solution," I imagine that Simo-
nides, by all accounts not merely a delightful poet but also more
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generally a man of learning and wisdom, was preoccupied by
several sharp and subtle thoughts which caused him to hesitate
about which was the most valid, so that he despaired of attaining
any truth at all.

6r 'But has your mentor Bpicurus (for I prefer to conduct the
argument with him rather than with you) anything at all to say
which merits attention even at the level of humdrum common-
sense, let alone as philosophy?

'In this investigation of the nature of the gods, the primary
issue is whether they exist or not. You say that it is difficult to
deny it. I agree, if the question is posed in public, but it is quite
easy in this type of conversation conducted between friends. So

though I am a þonffix myself,* and though I believe that our
ritual and our state-observances should be most religiously main-
tained, I should certainly like to be persuaded of the fundamental
issue that gods exist, not merely as an expression of opinion but
as a statement of truth; for many troubling considerations occur
to me which sometimes lead me to think that they do not exist
at all.

6z 'But note how generously I intend to deal withyou. Beließ like
this one, which you share with other philosophers, I shall not
tackle, for virtually all philosophers-and I include myselfparti-
cularly-like the idea that gods exist. So I do not dispute the
fact, but the argument you adduce I do not consider to be suffi-
ciently strong. You advanced, as a sufficiently compelling proof
for us to acknowledge the existence of gods, that persons of all
communities and nations believe it to be so.* But this argument
is not merely unsubstantial in itself, but also untrue. To begin
with, what is the source of your knowledge of the beließ of
nations? My own opinion is that many races are so monstrously
barbarous that they entertain no suspicion that gods exist.

63 'A second argument. Did not Diagoras, the man they called
the Atheist, and after him The<ldorus, openly dispense with
gods and their nature? As for Protagoras* ofAbdera, whom you
have just mentioned and who was quite the most important
sophist of his day, he prefaced his book with the words "I cannot
say whether gods exist or not", and by order ofthe Athenians he
was banished from their city and territory, and had his books
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publicly bnrnt, I personally think that this precedent induced
rnany to be more reluctant to declare similar convictions, for
mere expressions of doubt could not guarantee them immunity
from punishment.

'Or again, take perpetrators of sacrilege. What judgement
shall we make of men who commit impieties or perjure them-
selves? To quote Lucilius,*

If Lucius Tubulus at any time,
Or Lupus, or Carbo, or any ofNeptune's sons

had believed that gods exist, would they have perjured or pol-

6+ luted themselves so markedly? So this argument is not so conclu-
sive as it seems for confirming the point you wish to make. But
because you share it with other philosophers, I shall forgo it for
now, since I prefer to confront doctrines peculiar to your school.

6S 'I grant you that gods exist; so now inform me of their proven-
ance, location, and the nature of their bodies, minds, and lives.
These are the answers I am keen to have. To explain all of them,
you exploit the dominion and the free movement of atoms.
From them you fashion and create everything on earth, as the
saying goes. But in the first place, atoms do not exist; for there is

nothing fiso small that it cannot be divided; moreover, assuming
that atoms exist, they cannot be impelled through the void,
assuming that you mean by void that] * which contains no
body; so there can be no void, and nothing which is indivisible.

66 'These arguments with which I make free are the cryptic utter-
ances of the natural philosophers. Whether they are true or not
I do not know, but they seem more probable than yours.* The
reprehensible theories which you mouth emanate from Democri-
tus-perhaps also from his predecessor Leucippus:* that there
are tiny bodies, some smooth, some rough, some round, some
oblong, some curved and hook-shaped, and that heaven and
earth have been formed from these not under the compulsion of
any natural law, but by some sort of accidental collision.* You,
Velleius, have carried this theory through to our own day; one
could dislodge you from your whole life's course sooner than
from the authority which you cite, for you decided on becoming
an Bpicurean before you acquainted yourself with these tenets,
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and so you had either to take aboard these outrageous doctrines,
or to abandon your claim to the philosophy which you had

embraced.
'For what would induce you to stop being an Bpicurean?

"Absolutely nothing", you reply "would make me forsake the

rationale of the happy life and the truth." So is this creed of
yours the truth? I do not challenge you on your claim to the

happy lifè, for in your eyes even a god does not attain it unless

he-lives a life of torpid idleness. But where is this truth you

claim? I suppose it lies in all those countless worlds of yours,

which co*é into being and îade away at the drop of a hat! Or
does it lie in the indivisible particles which without the direction
ofnature or reason* can fashion such notable structures? But I
am forgetting the forbearing attitude which I had begun to

show to you a moment ago, and I am challenging too many of
your tenets, So I shall let pass your claim that all things are com-

posed of atoms. But what relevance has this when the subject of
our investigation is the nature of the gods?

oGranted, theu, that the gods are composed of atoms, it follows

that they are rrot eternal,* for what is formed from atoms came

into being at some time. Now if an atomic compound comes

into being, gods did not exist earlier, and ifgods have a begin-

ning, they must also die-as you argued a moment ago* yourself
in the case of Plato's universe . So where are this much-vaunted
blessedness and this eternity of yours, the two criteria which you

demand for divinity, to be found? In trying to establish them,
you take refuge in a thicket ofphilosophicaljargon, in your state-

ment that a god does not have a body but a quasi-body, and

does not have blood but quasi-blood'
'This is a frequent practice of your school. When you try to

avoid censure for proposing an unlikely theory, you advance a

thesis so utterly impossible that you would have been better to
concede the matter in dispute than to offer such shameless resis'

tance. For example,* Epicurus realized that if atoms were

borne downwards by their own weight, free will would be out of
the question, because the movement of the atoms would be fixed

and inevitable. So he devised a means of avoiding such determin-
ism (this idea had doubtless not occurred to Democritus); lie
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stated that when the atom was borne directly downward by the

10 force of gravity, it swerved* ever so slightly. This explanati,on is' tawdrier than his inability to defend his thesis* would have been.
'He does the same thing in confronting the logicians.* Their

traditional teaching is that in all disjunctive propositions of the
"either true or not" type, one or other of the two standpoints is
true. But Epicurus was afraid that if he granted the validity of
the statement o'Epicurus will be alive tomorrow, or he will not,',
one or other conclusion would be necessary; so he denied that
the entire category of "either true or not,, was necessary; what
can possibly be more asinine than that? Arcesilaus used to
hammer awày atZeno,* for while he himself labelled all sense-
impressions fallacious, Zeno claimed that some were false, but
not all. But Epicurus feared that ifone single sensation appeared
false, none of them would be true, so he stated that aif sense-
impressions registered the truth, In none of these doctrines was
he too clever;* while seeking to ward off the lighter punch, he
ran into one heavier.

7r 'He does the same thing in discussing the nature of the gods; in
seeking to avoid the charge that they are an accretion of atoms,
with the inevitable consequence of their destruction and disper-
sal, he claims that they do not have bodies, but ,,quasi-bodies",

and not blood, but "quasi-blood". ft seems remarkable that one
augur can look another in the eye without grinning,* but it is
more remarkable still how you Bpicureans can restrain your
laughter when in each other's company. "Not bodies, but quasi-
bodies"; I could grasp the meaning of this if they were máde of
wax or earthenware, but what a "quasi-body" or ,oquasi-blood"

is in the case of a god, I cannot imagine. Nor can yòu, Velleius,
but you are unwilling to admit it.

72 'You Epicureans repeat these doctrines like parrots, as though
they have been dictated to you. Bpicurus dreamt them up when
half-asleep, for as we note from his writings, he boasted ihat he
never had a teacher, Even if he had not proclaimed this, I
myself could readily have believed it of him. He reminds me of
the owner of a badly constructed house who boasts of not
having employed an architecr. There is not a whiffof the Acad-
emy or the Lyceum* in him, nor even a hint of basic lessons
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learnt at school. He could have attended the lectures of Xeno-
crates,* an impressive enough teacher heaven knows, and sotne
believe that he did so. But he himself disavowed it, and I prefer
his own testirnony to that ofothers.

oHe says that he attended the school of a certain Pamphilus,*
one of Plato's disciples, on the island of Samos, where he lived as

a young man with his father and brothers. (His father Neocles
had gone there* as a settler, but he turned schoolmaster, I
believe, when his little farm provided too precarious a living.)
But Epicurus shows extraordinary contempt for this Platonist,*
so fearful is he ofappearing ever to have been taught anything.
But he is caught red-handed in the case of Nausiphanes,* a fol-
lower of Democritus; he does not deny that he heard him lecture,
but he harries him with all manner of abuse. Yet if we assume
that he had not attended these teachings of Democritus, what
others could he have attended? What is there in the natural
philosophy of Epicurus which does not stem from Democritus?
It is true that he changed a few things, as for example the
swerve of the atoms which I mentioned a moment ago, but the
main lines are the same: atoms and void, images, infinity of
space, countless worlds, their emergence and extinction-in
fact, almost the entire range of natural philosophy.

'But tell me: what do you understand by "quasi-body" and
'quasi-blood"? Not merely do I admit that your knowledge in
these matters is superior to mine, but I am readily reconciled to
the fact. But once this view has been enunciated, why should Vel-
leius be able to understand it, while Cotta cannot? I understand
the nature of body and of blood, but what "quasi-body" and
"quasi-b1ood" are I utterly fail to understand. It is not that you
are hiding things from me, as Pythagoras used to do from out-
siders;* nor do you purposely make things obscure as Heraclitus
did.* Let us be frank with each other; you do not understand
the doctrine eitherl I am aware that your contention is that
gods have a certain appearance, embodying nothing compact
or firm, nothing securely fashioned or outlined, but what is
clear, light, and transparent. So we shall liken it to the Venus of
Cos.* Hers is not a body, but the representation of a body; that
blush which pervades and colours her snow-white complexion is
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not blood, but a sort of representation of blood. Likewise Epi-
curus'god has no reality, but merely a semblance of reality.

'Assume for a moment that I accept this quite incomprehens-
ible notion. Bxplain to me, please, the outline and shape of these
shadowy gods of yours. You have a number of arguments to
advance here, in the attempt of your school to demonstrate that
gods have human shape. First, you claim that we have an inbuilt,
preconceived notion in our minds, so that when we think of
o'god", the human form is what presents itself to us. Second,
since the gods'nature excels all things, its shape must likewise be
the most beautiful, and no shape is more beautiful than the
human. Third, you adduce the argument that in no other shape
can a mind have a home.

'So first you must analyse the nature of each of these claims. It
seems to me that you Epicureans arrogate as your rightful posses-

sion an assumption which is wholly improbable.
'To begin with, was anyone ever so blind in his survey of real-

ities as not to see that these human shapes have been ascribed to
the gods for one of two possible reasons? Either some strategy of
philosophers* sought to divert more easily the minds of the unso-
phisticated from debased living towards observance of the gods;

or superstition ensured that statues were furnished for men to
worship in the belief that they were addressing the gods them-
selves. Poets, painters, sculptors have nurtured these attitudes,
because it was not easy to preserve the impression that gods
were active and creative if they were represented by non-human
shapes.

'There was also a belief of yours perhaps reinforcing this, that
to a human person nothing seems more beautiful than another
human being. But you as a natural philosopher must see how
nature plays the role of a seductive brothel-madam, a procuress
recommending her wares. You surely cannot imagine that there
is a single beast on land or sea which does not take delight above
all in one of its own species? If this were not the case, why should
a bull not seek to couple with a mare, or a horse with a cow? Do
you perhaps suppose lhat an eagle or lion or dolphin* prefers
any other shape to its own? So it is hardly surprising that nature
has similarly prevailed on humans to believe that nothing is
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30 The Nature of the Gods

more beautiful than a human being. [It is likely that this is why
the gods have been thought to resemble men.]*

78 'Do you not acknowledge that if beasts had reason they would
one and all have ranked their own species highest? Bven as it is,

to speak frankly, in spite of my self-regard I do not presume to
claim to be more handsome than the bull which bore off
Europa!* The point at issue in our discussion here is not of
course our native intelligence or powers of expression, but our
appearance and shape; yet if we had the choice of fashioning
and forming a combination of shapes, you would refuse to re-

semble the famous mermanTriton,* who is depicted as propelled
by sea-creatures which are attached to his human frame. I am

treading on difficult territory here; such is nature's power that
no one wants to resemble anything but another human being,
just as every ant wishes to resemble another ant.

79 'Yet what sort of human shape would we like? There are very
few handsome people. During my time in Athens, it was hard to
find a single handsome lad in every platoon of national service-
men. * I know why you're grinning, * but my observation is true.
A further point: those of us who take our cue from the philoso-
phers of old, and enjoy the company of young men, often find
even their physical defects attractive. For Alcaeus,* the mole
upon a young lad's wrist appeals; though a mole is a physical
blemish, the poet considered it a beauty-spot. Quintus Catulus,*
the father of the Catulus who is my fellow-pontiff and friend,
was an intimate of your fellow-townsman Roscius;* indeed, he

addressed these lines to him:

To greet the rising Dawn I chanced to stand,
When Roscius suddenly rose at my left hand.
Ye gods, without offence I must declare:
No god beside that mortal seemed so fair!

In Catulus'eyes Roscius was more handsome than a god, though
he had (and stilt has) the most terrible squint. Yet it hardly mat-
tered, for Catulus found that very feature amusing and charm-
irg.

Bo 'But let me get back to the gods. Do we picture any of them, I
don't say as cross-eyed as that, but with a slight squint? Or any
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of them with a wart? Or any that are snub-nosed, or flap-eared,
or beetle-browed, or with large heads, like some humans? Or
are all these defects straightened out among the gods? Let's
grant you that they are-but surely the gods'features are not all
identical? The point is that if they vary in appearance, one must
be more handsome than another, and from this it follows that
some among them are not outstandingly beautiful. If on the
other hand they all look alike, the Academy must be flourishing
in heaven,* for if one god is indistinguishable from another,
recognition and perception are out ofthe question.

'Then again, Velleius, will you maintain that risible stance of
yours, if we find that it is wholly untrue that when we think of a
god, the sole appearance that comes to mind is that of a human
being? It perhaps works out as you say in the case of Romans
like ourselves, for from childhood onward we identify Jupiter,
Juno, Minerva, Neptune, Vulcan, Apollo, and the other deities
with the features which painters and sculptors have decided to
plant on them; not only do they give them standard features,
but the equipment they carr¡ the clothes that they wear, and
their time of life do not vary. But Egyptians, Syrians, and vir-
tually all the uncivilized world do not envisage gods in this way;
you can observe that they maintain more passionate beließ in
the divinity of certain animals than we manifest in our most hal-
lowed shrines and statues of the gods. \,Ve see, do we not, many
shrines plunclered,* with statues of the gods being removed
from their most venerable niches; but we do not get reports even
by hearsay ofa crocodile or ibis or cat* suffering violence at the
hands of an Bgyptian. You must surely concede that the sacred
ox Apis* seems as much a god to the Egyptians as your cele-
brated Sospita seems to you, the goddess whom even in deep
sleep you never see without her goatskin, spear, small shield,
and turned-up slippers; yet the Juno* at Argos, and again the
Juno at Rome are quite different. SoJuno has one appearance
for the Argives, but another for the Lanuvians; and indeedJupi-
ter appears to us in one guise on the Capitol, but in another to
the Africans as.fupiter Ammon.*

'So are you, the natural philosopher who with gimlet eye hunts
down the secrets of nature, not ashamed to look for evidence of
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the truth in minds steeped in familiar convention? If we accept
your arguments, it will be right to claim that Jupiter always
sports a beard, while Apollo is always clean-shaven; that Miner-
va's eyes are grey-green, but Neptune's are dark blue. And
another thing: we praise the representation of Vulcan, the work
of the sculptor Alcamenes* which is found at Athens. The god is

standing fully clothed, and carries a not unseemly limp; so we
shall assume that the god is lame, since this is the tradition
which we have inherited concerning Vulcan.

B4 'And tell me this: are we also to assume that the gods bear the
names which we allot to them? Yet they have as many names as

there are human languages. Wherever you go, your name
remains Velleius, but unlike you, Vulcan does not bear the same
name* in ltaly, France, and Spain. Then again, even our pontifi-
cal registers* do not contain numerous names, whereas the
number of gods is beyond counting. So are there anonymous
gods? You are forced to make such an admission, for since they
are look-alikes, what point is there in a plurality of names? How
splendid it would be, Velleius, if you were to admit ignorance of
what you do not know, rather than puking and feeling disgust
with yourselffor uttering such balderdash! You cannot genuinely
believe that a god is in my likeness or yours; ofcourse not.

'So, reverting to the point you made, am I to call the sun a god,
or the moon, or the sky? If so, they too are blessed-but what

85 pleasures do they enjoy?-and wise. These are your Epicurean
arguments. So if, as I have shown, gods do not have a human
appearance, and il as you firmly believe, they are unlike any-
thing in the heavens, why do you hesitate to deny that they
exist? You lose your nerve, and it is wise of you to do so, though
your fear on this account is not of the people but of the gods them-
selves. I know Epicureans who worship every little statue; but I
note that some people thinkt that Epicurus gave merely nominal
assent to the gods' existence, while dispensing with them in real-
ity, to avoid incurring the Athenians' displeasure. So in those
carefully chosen, pithy maxims of his, which your school calls
The Principal Doctrines,* I gather that the first one runs: "What is

blessed and immortal experiences no trouble itself and causes

no trouble to anyone." Some believe that the maxim was deliber-
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ately formulated in this way, but in fact it was the result of Epi-
curus' inability to express himself clearly. He was no calculating
scoundrel, and their imputation is unjust.

S6 'It is not clear whether he is saying that there ls something
blessed and immortal, or that if ørry such thing exists, it possesses

such attributes. But his critics do not notice that whereas his
statement here is ambiguous, in several other places both he and
Metrodorus* expressed themselves as clearly as you did just
now. Bpicurus does indeed believe that gods exist. In fact I have
never met anyone with more fear of the things which he said we
should not fear, namely death and the gods. He is loud in his
claim that the whole of mankind is inwardly scared of things
which in reality do not worry normal people overmuch.* Thou-
sands on thousands commit robbery with violence in spite of the
death penalty, and others plunder every shrine they can lay
hands on; those footpads, I suppose, are alarmed by fear of
death, and these plunderers by religious panic!

S7 'I shall now address Epicurus himself; since you do not dare
bring yourself to deny the gods' existence, what prevents you
from assigning a place among the gods to the sun, or the universe,
or some eternal Mind? He counters: "But I have never seen a
rational, purposeful mind in any form but the human.o' But
surely you have seen nothing to match the sun either, or the
moon, or the five planets. The sun accomplishes its course* year
by year, confining its progress within the two extreme limits of
the one orbit. The moon, which is fired by the sun's rays, encom-
passes the same route as the sun within a month. The five planets
maintain the same circular course, some being closer to and
others more distant from the earth, but from the same starting-
point they cover the same distance in varying lengths of time.
Bpicurus, you can have seen nothing similar to this.*

BB 'Let us assùme, then, the non-existence of the courses of the
sun, moon, and planetsr* since nothing can exist except what
we have touched or seen. But you have not had sight of God
himself, have you, so why believe in his existence? On this basis
we must dispense with everything brought to our notice by his-
tory or science; it leads to the conclusion that folks in the hinter-
land do not believe in the existence of the sea. What downright
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narrow-mindedness this is! It is like imagining that you were
born on Seriphust and had never left the island, where you
were used to seeing small creatures like hares and firxes-and
refusing to believe in lions and panthers when they were
described to you, As for the elephant, if anyone told you about
it, you would believe that you were the butt of a joke!

97 'To press this argument* still further, can any statement be
more childish than the claim that the types of beasts found in
the Indian Ocean or in India* do not exist? Yet even the most
diligent of researchers cannot gather information about all the
many animals which dwell on land and sea, in marshes and
rivers. S<l are we to claim that they do not exist because we have
never set eyes on them?

Bg 'As for you, Velleius, you have expressed the substance ofyour
argument not after the normal practice of your school, but
using the technique of the logicians,* of which your tribe is
wholly ignorant. You assumed that the gods are happy; we
grant that, You argue that none can be huppy without virtue;
this too we concede, and gladly. Virtue, you claim, cannot
exist without reason; to this too we are forced to assent. But as

for your next step, that reason exists only in the human form,
who do you imagine will grant you that? If this were indeed
the case, why should it have been necessary to reach it by suc-
cessive stages? You could have assumed it on your own terms,
but how is it relevant to the chain of argument? I understand
your progrcss step by step from the gods' happiness to virtue,
and from virtue to reason, but how do you advance from
reason to the human form? That is a headlong plunge, not a
logical step.

go 'Frankly I do not understand why Epicurus prefers to say that
gods are like men, rather than that men are like gods. You will
ask what the difference is, saying that if the first are like the
second, the second are like the first. I rcalize that, but my point
is that the outline of the human shape did not pass from men to
the gods, for the gods have always existed,* and were never
born, as they were to be eternal. But men are born, so the
human form existed before the human race did, and thè immor-
tal gods were endowed with that form. Accordingly we must
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state not that the gods have human shape, brrt that our human
form is divine.

'But I leave this to you Bpicureans to cope with as you will.
What I seek to know, since your school claims that nothing in
the natural world has come to pass by design, is the extraordin-

at ary chance, the remarkable accident which resulted in so fortu-
' nate a fusion of atoms that men were suddenly born in the

image of gods. Are we to believe that divine seeds tumbled
down from heaven to earth, and that this was how men sprang
into existence resembling their sires? I should be delightecl with
such an explanation from you, for to acknowledge kinship with
the gods would not go against the grain. But the account you
offer is not like that, for you say that our similarity to the gods is
the result of chance. Do we need to seek prooß to reject such
absurdity? I only wish that I could divine the tmth as easily as I
can refute such falsehood.

'It was with pleasure and surprise at a Roman's possessing
such wide knowledge* that I heard you recounting in detail the
opinions of philosophers from Thales of Miletus onwards, con-

gz cerning the nature ofthe gods. But did you regard all ofthem as
maniacs because they claimed that a god can exist without
hands and feet?

'When your school reflects on the usefulness and convenience
of limbs for human beings, does not even this convince you that
the gods have no need of such human limbs? Why should they
need feet when they do not walk, or hands if they ne e d grasp noth-
ing, or an allocation of all our bodily parts? None of these is with-
out point or purpose, none is superfluous; we conclude that no
human skill can emulate the expert touch of nature . So will God
have a tongue yet not speak, and teeth and palate and throat,
yet to no purpose? As for the parts which nature has attached to
our bodies for procreation, will God possess them but have no
use for them? And likewise the internal as well as the external
organs, heart, lungs, liver and the rest-what beauty do they pos-
sess ifyou discount their usefulness? I ask this because you Bpicur-
eans argue that God possesses them for their beauty.

93 'These were the dreams of yours which lent assurance not
only to Bpicurus, Metrodorus, and Hermarchus* when they
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challenged Pythagoras, Plato, and Empedocles, but also to
Leontium,* that mere courtesan, who had the effrontery to
write a riposte to Theophrastus-mind you, she wrote elegantly
in good Attic, but still, this was the licence which prevailed in
the Garden of Epicurus. And yet you Bpicureans are often
thin-skinned. Zeno even had recourse to law, and I need not
mention the case of Albucius. As for Phaedrus,* most urbane
and cultivated of men, the old fellow would grow hot with rage
if I ever said anything to needle him. Yet Bpicurus buffeted Aris-
totle* with fearful insults, heaped despicable abuse on Socrates'
pupil Phaedo, wrote whole volumes to cut down to size Timo-
crates, brother of his associate Metrodorus, merely for expres-
sing some philosophical disagreement, showed lack of
generosity to Democritus, the very man whose doctrines he had
adopted, and doled out harsh treatment to his own teacher Nau-
siphanes, from whom he claimed to have learnt nothing. As for
Zeno, not only did he revile his contemporaries Apollodorus,
Sillis,* and the rest, but he labelled Socrates, the very father of
philosophy, an Attic trifler, using the Latin word scurra, and

g+ invariably he referred to Chrysippus as Chrysippa.* When you
yourself a moment ago were calling the roll of philosophers like
a censor reciting the list of senators, you repeatedly stigmatized
men of distinction as simpletons, fools, and madmen. Yet if not
one of them discerned the truth about the nature of the gods,
we must fear that there is no such thing at all.

'As for this Epicurean account of yours, it is utter eyewash,
hardly worthy of the old women who spin yarns by candlelight.
You simply do not rcalize how much you let yourselves in for if
you extract from us the admission that men and gods are identi-
cal in shape. You will have to allot to a god all the physical cares
and concerns* that we ascribe to a man-walking and running,
reclining and bending, sitting down and grasping things, and to

95 crown all, even chatting and declaiming. As for your thesis that
deities are both male and female, you realize the significance of
that! I for my part never cease to wonder how your famous
founder came to hold those beließ.

'But your interminable cry is that we must cleave fast to the
doctrine ofthe divine blessedness and immortality. But what pre-
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vents a god being h.ppy even ifhe is not endowed with two legs?

Why cannot this blessedness, however you like to term it-
whether we are to use the word beatitøs or alternatively beatitudo,*

both quite hard on the ears, but we have to soften words by
use-be applied to the sun up yonder, or to this world of ours, or
to some eternal Mind possessed of no bodily shape or limbs?

Your only response is: "I never saw a happy sun or a happy
world." So have you ever set eyes on a world other than this?

You will say you have not. Why, then, had you the temerity to
maintain the existence not merely of thousand upon thousand,
but of worlds beyond counting? You reply: "Reason has taught
us this." So in your search for the nature that is truly outstanding,
blessed, and eternal, which alone possesses the attributes ofd!
vinity, will reason not also instruct you that just as divine nature
surpasses us in immortality, so too it surpasses us in mental excel-
lence-and not only in mental but also in physical excellence?

So why are we peers of the gods physically, when we fall behind
them in all other respects? One would have thought that human
beings attained closer likeness to the gods in virtue than in
appearance.*

'In any case, the physical likeness in which you take the great-
est pleasure has no bearing on the argument. Does not a dog
resemble a wolf.¿ (And as Ennius remarks,* ooAn ugly brute the
ape may be, / But how he resembles you and me!" ) Yet the two
have different habits. No beast surpasses the elephant in sagacity,
but what animal is more monstrous in appearance? I instance
animals, but is it not true that human beings of closely similar
appearance differ widely in behaviour, and that those with simi-
Iar manners differ in appearance?

'Indeed, Velleius, once we embark on this type of argument,
observe where it leads. Your assumption was that reason can
exist only in the human form; but someone else will take it for
granted that it exists only in an earthly creature, in one who has

been born, has grown to maturity, has been schooled, is made
up of a soul and a transient, feeble body-in short, that it exists

only in human persons doomed to die . Ifyou set your face against
all these limiting factors, why should shape alone preoccupy
you? You acknowledged that reason and intelligence exist in
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man only if those determinants which I have proposed are pres-
ent; yet you state that even ifthey are stripped away, you can
recognise a god as long as the physical features remain. This con-
clusion of yours emerges not from reflection, but from a lottery.

'But perhaps you have not noted even this: not merely in a
man, but also in a tree, anything superfluous or without a func-
tion is an impediment. It is a dreadful nuisance to have an extra
finger, and why? Because the five which we have do not require
a sixth for appearance or for use. But the god you posit has no
mere finger surplus to requirements, but a head, neck, spine,
sides, belly, back, hams, hands, feet, calves, and thighs. If these
are provided to make him immortal, what relevance have limbs
or even facial features for sustaining life? More important are
the brains, heart, lungs, and liver, for these are the vitals; facial
appearance is unimportant for maintaining life.

'Another thing: you directed withering criticism* at those who
took account of the magnificent and pre-eminent works of cre-
ation, who contemplated the universe itself and its parts-the
sky, lands, and seas, and their adornments the sun, moon, and
constellations-and who recognized the developments, changes,
and transformations ofthe seasons, and accordingly conjectured
that there was some outstanding, pre-eminent nature which
had created them, and now impelled, governed and guided
them. Even if such men are off-target, I can understand their
line of thought. But I ask you, what great and outstanding work
do yu adduce, * such as seems to have been cre ated by a divine
mind, and which leads you to conjecture that gods exist? You
reply: 'I have the notion of God implanted in my mind.o Yes,
together with a vision of a beardedJupiter, and Minerva wearing
a helmet. So can you really believe that this is what they are
like? How much more sensible is the approach of the ignorant
masses to these issues! They credit God not only with human
limbs but also with the use of them, for they equip them with
bow and arrows, spear and shield, trident and thunderbolt; and
if they have no idea of the actions which gods perform, at least
they cannot envisage a God who is wholly inactive. We scoff at
the Egyptians, but even they have deified only those creatures
from whom they could derive some benefit. For example, ibises
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dispose of large numbers of snakes, for these birds are tall with
stiff legs and long, horny beaks. They keep Egypt clear of the
plague by killing and eating the flying serpents borne in from
the African desert* by the south-west wind, and as a result the
snakes do no harm by their bite when alive, or by their stench
when dead. I could go on about the usefulness of Bgyptian rats
and crocodiles. and cats, * but I do not wish to be tedious. I shall
merely point the moral that beasts though these are, they have
been deified by the barbarians for the benefits they bring,
whereas no benefit accrues from your gods-indeed, they do
nothing at all.

"'God", says Epicurus, o'has no concerns." Like boy-favour-
ites, he clearly likes nothing better than the idle life. But even
those boys in their idleness seek enjoyment by playing some phys-
ical sport; do we want God to be so idle and sluggish as to make
us fear that he cannot he happy if he bestirs himself¡ That
maxim of his not merely deprives the gods of the movements
and action appropriate to divinity, but also makes humans lazy,
the assumption being that even God cannot be happy if he is
doing something.

'But let us grant, as you would have it, that God is the image
and likeness of man; where is his residence,* his habitat, his

native heath? Or again, how does he spend his life? What things
make for the happiness which you ascribe to him? For one who
is to be blessed must exploit and enjoy his blessings. Even the
soulless elements possess their allotted regions: earth occupies
the lowest level, water laps over it, the region above it is appor-
tioned to the thicker air, and the topmost area to the aetherial
fires, Of creatures, some dwell on earth, some in water, and
some that are amphibious dwell in both. Some are thought to be

born even in fire,t and are often to be seen fluttering in fiery fur-
naces,

'So my first question is: where does that God of yours dwell?
Second, what makes him move from his position, if he ever
does? Next, since living creatures have a native tendency to seek

what is suited to their nature, what is it that God seeks? For
what purpose does he exercise the thrust of his mind and
reason? Finally, what form do his blessedness and eternity take?
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Touching on any of these issues probes a sensitive spot, for
reasoning without a solid premiss cannot attain a proper conclu-
sion.

'Your claim was that we envisage God's appearance by
thought rather than by the senses, that his form has no substance
or continuing measurable identity,* and that our perception of
it is such that it is descried in a sequence of similar images. You
suggest that there is an unceasing onset of such similar images
emerging from a limitless number of atoms, as a result of which,
through concentration on these forms, our minds regard the
divine nature as blessed and eternal. In the name of the very
gods whom we are discussing, what sort of statement, I ask you,
is this? If the gods make their impact only on our thoughts, and
have no substance or outline, what difference does it make
whether we visualize a hippocentaur* or a god? Other philoso-
phers label all such mental constructions as empty experiences,
but you call them the onset and entry of images into our minds.
When I seem to behold Tiberius Gracchus* haranguing the
assembly on the Capitol, and extending the voting-urn to
decide the fate of Marcus Octavius, I pronounce this to be an
empty figment of the mind, but you argue that the images of
both Gracchus and Octavius after their arcival on the Capitol
remain present to be transmitted to my mind; and your stand-
point is identical in the case of God, for you claim that our
minds are struck by repeated images of divinity, so that we
come to understand that the gods are blessed and immortal.
Even if we grant that there are images to strike our minds
(always provided that they have some sort of shape), why
should such a manifestation be blessed or eternalP

'But what are these images of yours, or where do they come
from? Admittedly such a fanciful notion derives from Democri-
tus,t but he has been criticized by many, and you Epicureans
can devise no solution, so that the whole doctrine is halting and
precarious. For what can be less probable than that the images
of each and every individual should present themselves to me-
Homer and Archilochus,* Romulus and Numa, Pythagoras
and Plato, and none of them in their original appearance? How,
then, did those famous figures reach me? To whom do the
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images belong? Aristotle informs us that the poet Orpheus never
existed, and the Pythagoreans maintain that the Orphic poem
now current* was the work of a certain Cercops; yet Orpheus,
or as you maintain the image of him, often enters my mind.

'Further problems arise: different images of the same person*
strike our two minds; we are visited by images of things which
certainly never existed or could never exist, like those ofScylla
and of the Chimaera, or by images of people, places, and cities
which we have never set eyes on; again, images present them-
selves to me as soon as I desire them, or they come to me unsum-
moned even when I am asleep. The whole theory, Velleius, is a
nonsense, and yet you Bpicureans foist the images not only on
our eyes but also on our minds. Your prattling is wholly undisci-
plined and fanciful.

o"There is a constant stream ofimages flowing past us, so that
the many seem to merge into one." I should be ashamed to
admit that I do not understand this, if only you apologists for
the notion understood it yourselves. How do you establish that
the images are continuous, or if they are continuous, that they
are never-ending? Epicurus states: "There is a supply of innu-
merable atoms." You will surely not claim that this establishes

that all things are eternal? You have recourse to the theory of
equilibrium (we can use this term, if you are agreeable, for the
Greek isonomia), arguing that since there is transitory nature,
there must also be immortal nature. On this argument the exis-

tence of mortal men would necessitate the existence ofimmortal
men, and since human beings are born on earth, some would
likewise be born on water. "Because there are destructive forces,
there must also be forces which preserve." Very well, but they
must preserve things that exist, and I am not sure that those
gods ofyours do exist.

oHowever, leaving this on one side, how does the generality of
these images of objects emerge from the atoms? Bven if we
assume that the atoms exist-in fact, they do not-though they
perhaps could strike each other and be stirred by such collisions,
they could not shape or fashion things, or endow them with
colour and life. So in no way does your school prove the existence
of an immortal God.

toî

to9
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'Let us now consider blessedness,* It can certainly not exist at
all without virtue, but virtue is an active faculty, whereas your
God is inactive . He is thus a stranger to virtue, and accordingly
he cannot be blessed either. So what sort of life does he lead?
o'There is a ready supply of good things", you say, "without the
hindrance of any evil." What are these good things, then? Pleas-
ures, I suppose, and naturally enough physical ones, for you
Bpicureans acknowledge no pleasure of the mind unless it has is
source and its final effect in the body. I do not imagine that you
wish to be like the other Epicureans, who are ashamed of some
of the statements of Bpicurus, in which he attests that he
cannot even envisage any good which is detached from luxur-
ious and lewd pleasures;* he has the gall to enumerate them spe-
cifically.

'So what foodstuffs and drinks, what musical harmonies or
range of blossoms, what pleasures of touch or smell will you
assign to the gods so as to steep them in pleasures? The poets for
their part furnish nectar and ambrosia and banquets, with
Juventas or Ganymede* serving the cups; what plans do you
have as an Bpicurean? I cannot see from where your God is to
procure such things, nor how he is to enjoy them. So humans
are better equipped by nature than gods fbr the life of blessed-
ness, because they enjoy a greater range ofpleasures.

oYour response is that you regard as more trivial those pleas-
ures which, to use Bpicurus' word,* merely titillate the senses.
Is there no limit to the games you play? Like me, our teacher
Philo* could not brook Epicureans despising effeminate and lux-
urious pleasures; with his keen memory he used to quote word
for word numerous maxims of Bpicurus. He would also recount
several more shameless utterances of Metrodorus, Bpicurus'
associate in philosophy; it was this Metrodorus who inveighed
against his brother Timocrates for his reluctance to make the
belly the criterion of all that relates to the blessed life-and this
was no isolated accusation, but one frequently repeated, I see
that you acknowledge the point, for the statements are known
to you; ifyou denied it, I could produce the books. I do not at
this juncture censure your making pleasure the measure ofevery-
thing, for that is another question; I am bringing home to you
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the fact that your gods are strangers to pleasure, and so by your
own counting they cannot be blessed either.

' 'oBut they have no experience of pain." Is that sufficient for a
life of total blessedness, replete with good things? "God continu-
ously contemplates his own blessedness," they say; r(He has noth-
ing else to preoccupy his mind." So ponder and envisage a god
whose thoughts throughout all eternity are focused solely on

"All is well with me!", and "I am blessed!" Yet I do not see how
this blessed God ofyours feels no fear of extinction, since he is bat-
tered and buffeted without respite by a perpetual onslaught of
atoms, and since all the time images emanate from him. So your
God is neither blessed nor eternal.

'"Yet Bpicurus wrote also about reverence and devotion* for
the gods." Yes, but how does he address the issue? You would
swear that you were listening to one of our chief priests, to Tiber-
ius Coruncanius or Publius Scaevolar* and not to one who has

utterly undermined all religious observance, and has overturned
the ternples and altars of the immortal gods not by violence, as

Xerxes did,* but by his arguments. What reason can you offer
that men should worship the gods, when the gods not merely
show no regard for men, but take absolutely no responsibility or
action ofany kind?

"'But their nature is in some sense so outstanding and pre-
eminent that of its very selfit must entice the philosopher to wor-
ship it." Yet how can there be anything outstanding in the nature
which takes joy in its own pleasure, and whose existence-past,
present, and future-is one of total inactivity? Moreover, what
devotion is the due of one from whom we have received nothing,
or what can possibly be owed to one who has not deserved well of
us? Piety means giving the gods their due; but what religious law
can we follow, when humans and gods have no common bond?
Religious observance is expertise in divine worship, but I fail to
understand why the gods should be worshípped if we neither
obtain nor anticipate any blessing from them,

'As for admiring the gods' nature, why should we revere it
when we see in them no outstanding quality? You Epicureans
often boast that you free men from superstition,* but that is
easily achieved once you have deprived the gods of all their
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power-unless perhaps you think that Diagoras or Theodorus,
who flatly denied the gods' existence, could have been supersti-
tious, though my own view is that even Protagoras,* who could
not decide whether the gods existed or not, was not troubled
that way. The maxims of all these thinkers banish not only the
superstition which induces groundless fear of the gods, but also

the religious observance embraced by devoted worship of them.
'Then again, some have said that belief in the immortal gods

was a total invention by sages in the interests of the state, so that
those who could not be impelled by reason should be constrained
by religious awe to a sense of duty; surely they too have utterly
undermined all religion? Or take Prodicus of Ceos,* who stated
that all things which brought benefit to our human lives are
numbered among the gods; what remnant of religious observ-
ance did he leave?

Again, there are those who record that valiant, renowned, or
powerful individuals joined the company of gods at death, and
that these are the persons whom we usually worship, implore,
and revere; surely these thinkers too are divorced from all reli-
gious sense? Buhemerus was the chief to espouse this theory, but
our Bnnius most conspicuously translated him* and followed in
his footsteps. Now Buhemerus* proves that gods died and were
buried; does he appear, then, to have strengthened religious
belief, or to have utterly and totally demolished it? I refrain
from mentioning the sacred and venerable shrine of Bleusis,

where the most far-flung nations of the earth
become initiates;

I take no account of Samothrace, and the rites on Lemnos*

which men attend by night, and celebrate
in secret, in the depths ofwoodland glades.

For if we explain and rationalize these rituals, we gain more
knowledge ofnatural philosophy than ofgods.

'In my opinion even that outstandingly great man Democri-
tus,* from whose springs Epicurus watered his little plots, seems

to dither about the nature of the gods, for at one moment he pro-
poses that images endowed with divinity are at large in the uni-
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verse, and at another he states that elements of Mind, also exist-
ing in the universe, are gods; at another, that there are images
endowed with life that regularly help or harm us; at another,
that there are certain images of such massive dimensions that
they embrace the entire universe from without. All these doc-
trines are more appropriate to Democritus' native city* than to
Democritus himself, for who can mentally take aboard such

ßr images? Who can look up to them, or account them worthy of
worship or veneration?

'But Bpicurus, in refusing to allow the gods to accord help and
favour to men, has wholly uprooted religion from human
hearts; for though he states that the divine nature is best and
most outstanding of all, he further says that God manifests no
favour, and thus he removes what is chiefly characteristic of the
best and most outstanding nature. For what better or more out-
standing quality is there than the kindness which confers bene-
fits? When your school envisages a God lacking this quality, the
message you preach is that no one, divine or hnman, is dear to
God, that no one is held in love and affection by him. The conclu-
sion is that not only is the human race of no concern to the gods,
but the gods themselves are ofno concern to each other.

'How much better is the attitude of the Stoics, * whom you ce n-
sure! They maintain that the friendship of the wise extends even
to the wise men with whom they are not acquainted; for nothing
is more lovable than virtue, and the person who has acquired it

tz2 will be held in our affection no matter where he lives. But what
harm you Epicureans do by regarding kindness and goodwill as

weaknesses! Leaving aside the gods' impact and nature, do you
suggest even that humans would not have shown beneficence
and affability if it had not been for their weakness? Does no nat-
ural affection exist between persons who are good? The very
word amor (love), from which the word amicitia (friendship)
derives, carries an affectionate sound. But if we exploit that
friendship for our own advantage, and not in the interests of the
person we love, it will cease to be friendship,* and become a
kind of trafficking in the benefits it offers. We show regard for
meadows and fields and herds of cattle, because profits are
derived from them, but affection and friendship between
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human beings are spontaneous; how much more, then, is the
friendship shown by the gods, for they lack nothing, and they
both show mutual affection and have the interests of mankind
at heart. If this were not so, what point would there be in.our
revering and imploring the gods, or in priests presiding over
sacrifices, and augurs over the auspices, or in petitioning and
making vows to the immortal gods?

'You object that Bpicurus too wrote a book on reverence. The
man makes sport with us, though he is not so much a wit as one
undisciplined with the pen. How can there be reverence if the
gods take no thought for human affairs? How can a nature be
invested with life, yet remain wholly insensitive?

'So undoubtedly closer to the truth is the claim made in the
fifth book oîhis Nature of the Gods by Posidonius,* whose friend-
ship we all share: that Epicurus does not believe in any gods,
and that the statements which he made affirming the immortal
gods were made to avert popular odium. He could not have
been such an idiot as to fashion God on the lines of a poor
human, even if merely in broad outline and not in substantial
appearance, yet endowed with all the human limbs but without
the slightest use of them, an emaciated, transparent being confer-
ring no gifts or kindness on anyone, and in short discharging no
duties and performing no actions.

'First, such a nature cannot eúst. In his awareness of this,
Epicurus in actuality discards the gods, while paying lip-service
to them. Second, should such a god actually exist, prompted
by no favour or affection for mankind, I bid him farewell.
There is no point in my urging him ooBe gracious", for he can
be gracious to no one, since all favour and affection, as you Epi-
cureans state, is a mark of weakness.'

r
Book Two

I When Cotta finished this discourse, Velleius remarked: 'How
unwary I was in attempting to join issue with an Academic, and
a rhetorician* at that! I should not have feared to confront a
tongue-tied Academic, nor again a rhetorician, however fluent
he was, if he was unversed in your philosophy; for I am not dis-
concerted by a flow ofempty words, nor again by acute obserua-
tions if expressed in arid language. But you, Cotta, have
demonstrated twin strengths; all you lacked was a circle oflisten-
ers* and a jury! But I shall respond to these arguments of yours
on another occasion; let us now give the floor to Lucilius, if he is
agreeable.'

e Then Balbus said: 'For myself, I should have preferred to listen
to Cotta further, this time presenting the true gods with the
same eloquence with which he has dispatched the false. A man
like Cotta, both philosopher and priest,* should have a concep-
tion of the immortal gods which is not the erroneous and vacillat-
ing vision of the Academics, but the steady and firm conviction
which we Stoics hold. Enough, and more than enough, has been
said to refute Epicurus; I am keen to hear your own opinion,
Cotta.'

'You surely have not forgotten my opening remarks,'* Cotta
rejoined,'that I can express what I do not hold more easily than
what I do, and especially when discussing topics of this kind?

3 But even if I had some clear-cut thesis to present, I should much
rather listen to you in turn, since I myself have spoken at such
length.'

Then Balbus said: 'Well then, I shall humour you, and make
my case as briefly as I can, for now that the mistaken views of
Bpicurus have been refuted, I can dispense with a sizeable part
of my discourse. In general, our school divides this whole ques-
tion of the immortal gods into four parts,* teaching first, that
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even dreams are sent to us byJupiter! But those very dreams are

not so trivial as the Stoics'version of the nature of the gods''

Following the discussion) we went our different ways' Cotta's

argument seemed to Velleius to be the more truthful, but in my
eyès Balbus' case seemed to come more closely to a semblance of
the truth.*

Exþlanatory JVotes
(Numbers in the left-ltand margin reþr to sections of the text.)

Book t
t Brutus: this is the Marcus Iunius Brutus who planned the assassi-

nation ofJulius Caesar in March 44. He'¡'as a considerable intel-
lectual; as a former pupil of Antiochus, he claimed allegiance,
like Cicero himself, to the Academic school. Cicero's close friend-
ship with him is attested by their voluminous correspondence,
only a fraction ofwhich has survived, and by Cicero,s dedication
to him of Defnibus and Tusculans.

z almost all of us: rcaðing fere for the corrupt sese c:f the MSS, ob-
elized byAx.

Protagoras: our knowledge of him comes chiefly from the dialogue
of Plato bearing his name. Two of his statements have gained
hirn immortality. Eusebius (Praep. Euang. q. 3. 7) has preserved
one sentence of his from his treatise On the gods: ,So far as gods
are concerned, I cannot know whether they exist or not, nor
what they are like in appearance; for many factors impede our
knowledge-obscurity and the shortness of life.' Plato, Theaetetus
r5re, attributes to him the statement that 'Man is the measure
ofall things, ofthings that are that rhey are, and ofthings that
are not that they are not'-a statement which excludes any
appeal to divine revelation about the gods'existence.

Diagoras , . . Theodorus: Diagoras, a lyric poet of the late fifth cen-
tury, was said to have lost his faith in the existence of gods when
a man who broke his oath remained unpunished by them. See
further 3. 84, and L. Woodbury, Phoenix (¡g6S), r78ff. Theo-
dorus ofCyrene was an adherent ofthe Cyrenaic school in the
late fourth and early third centuries, and a pupil of Aristippus
(on whom, see S, 77 nn.). For Theodorus, see Diogenes Laertius
z.98ff

g there are and hau e b e en þ hilo s oþ her s, etc. : Cicero now briefl y visualizes
the difficulties which the Epicurean theology raises for Roman
religious practice, and indirectly for the coherence of Roman
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4b; but these events did not occasion him as much disress as the
death ofhis daughter.

t o' tlrc master s aid s o' : the criticism of the Pythagoreans refl ects also on
the Bpicureans, who likewise quote their founder's Canon and
Kuriai Doxaiin justification of their views.

rt thefour books of ryt Academica: thts work, the second in the sequence
written in 46-44, was devoted to epistemology. It was originally
written in two books entitled Catulus and Lucullus, bnt was later
rewritten with new spokesmen in four books. The two versions
go under the titles of Academica Priora anð. Academica Posteriora;by
a quirk offate, the second haff of Priora and the first quartcr of
Posteriora only have survived. Book r (from the Posteriora) dis-
cusses the notion of the probable resumed in $ r a here, and Book
z (Lucullus, the second bookof Priora), the problem ofscepticism
as reviewed by successive Acadcmics.

tz I ha.ae discussed tltis matter . . . elsewhere: see Acad. z r o3 ff.

13 The Touthful Comrades: this play was written by Caecilius Statius,
a member of the Gallic tribe the Insubrians inhabiting the
region of Milan. He came to Rome as a prisoner in the r gos, and
like Terence adapted Menander for the Roman stage. Cicero
(An. 1.3. ro) criticizes his Latinity; my translation reflects rhe
laboured nature ofthe original.

14 ausþices oaer which I nryself preside: Cicero had held the office of
augur since 53 nc,

15 a nost rigorous and careful discussion: the dialogue is imaginary. In a
letter to Yarro (Fam. g. B), Cicero warns his friend that he will
find himself involved in the Academica in a conversation which
never took place! The dramatic date of this dialogue is 76 rc
(see Introduction, p. xxxviii), when Cicero was still a relatively
unknown figure, during the Feriae Latinae, a movabie feast,
which the consuls arranged between April andJuly. The depic-
tion of time and place is in imitation of Plato's practice in his dia-
logues.

Cotta . . . Velleius . , , Balbus; see Introduction, p. xxxviii f.

t6 Marcus Piso'. Marcus Pupius Piso Calpurnianus (consul 6r)
became a political enemy of Cicero in the 6os, but had died by
44 when this dialogue was composed. He would have represented
the Peripatetics, the school founded at Athens by Aristotle; he is
introduced as spokesman for the school in Definibus 5. Cicero

r+B Notes to Pages 4-6
society. This observation is a challenge to contemporary Epi-
cuïeans, who include Cicero's fi'iend Atticus and other acquaint-
arìces mentioned in his correspondence (Fam. I5. I9).

4 m.entioned in the þresent u)trki lor these Stoic argumellts' see 2, I5 r.-
68.

Carneades: the President of the New or Third Academy from a

date before I 55 to r 37-6 is the philosophcr who exercises greatest

inflnence on Cicero, as is clear from De finibus, TustuLans, and
above all Academica. See Introduction, p. xxxvi.

5 well-disþosed critics . . . ¡naLicious backbiters: when he settled to com-
pose this treatise, Cicero had already published Hortensius, Acade-

m.ica, Def.nibas, and Tusculans' He here reflects on the reactions

aroused by them.

6 a s cho ol of thought . . . long left behinl: he refers not to the demise of the
Academy, but to its more positive orientation under its head
Antiochus of Ascalon, with his ecumenical attitude to Stoics and
Peripatetics (Introduction, p' xxxvi).

þhilosoþhers outstanding in their field: it is striking that the philo-
sophers mentioned in this section do not include his Epicurean
teachers, Phaedrus and Zeno of Sidon; those mentioned are
Stoics or Acadernics. The Stoic Diodotus lived in Cicero's house

from 84 to 59, and Posidonius, another Stoic, taught him at

Rhodes. Philo, head of the Academy, came to Rome from
Athens as a refugee from lvlithridates in BB, and Cicero sat at

his feet; Antiochus, his successor at the Academy' was Cicero's

teacher in Athens ( 'I loved the man', says Cicero"and he loved

me.' Acad. e. r r3.)

7 the potitieat situation'. Cicero had on principle supported the sena-

torial party under Pompey in the Civil War, and though Caesar

treated him generously subsequently, he was excluded from the

life of politics. In 46 Caesar was appointed dictator for ten

years, and in 44 for life.

B I haue stirred the enthusiasm of man2 . . . to write: tl.ris claim is repeated

in De fficüs 2. z. but it is not knorvn to rvhom he refers; perhaps

Brutus, or Varro (Acad. r , $,
g the sauage and crip¡tting blou this was the death of his daughter

Tullia in childbirth a year eariier (Fam. 4 5f., Att. tz' r4t.)'
Cicero had divorced his wife Terentia in 46, and married the
youthful Publilia for her money, only to divorce her in turn in
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excluded this school from the dialogue because its importance
centred primarily on logic and ethics, and Pupius's theological
views would not have offered so distinctive a contrast as that
between the other three.

Stoics are at one with Peripateflas: significarltly enough, Balbus inter-
prets this with reference to ethics, the main focus of interest of all
the schools. Peripatetics and Stoics were agreed that virtue was

to be sought (though Aristotle himself made intellectual contem-
plation the highest end), but for Stoics it was the only good,

whereas the Peripatetics classified health, wealth, nobility, and

high position as lesser goods. For Stoics, such advantages were

'things indifferent', but when pressed they conceded that they

were preferable to their opposites ofsickness, poverty' etc., and

they accordingiy established categories of'things preferred' and

'things not preferred'. Antiochus reasonably suggested that the

Peripatetics' 'lesser goods' were identical with the Stoics' 'things
preferrecl'; Balbus insists that the honourable (that is, virtue)
cannot be identified with the advantageous, as the Peripatetics
do by calling both'goods'.

17 taught . . . to know nothiøg: a humorous allusion to the scepticisrn of
the Academics.

tB withthe breezy mnfdence, etc,: this scathing presentation ofVelleius
is an index to Cicero's aversion from the pontificating tendencies

of thc Epicureans, and more fundamentally from their ethical
tenets,

the Epicurean intermundia: for the Epicurean doctrine that the gods

inhabit the intermundia, or empty spaces between the worlds, see

Introduction, p. xxxii.

the craftsman-godin Plato'sTimaeus: Cicero himself translated this

dialogue; the celebrated myth in it (B9d-9ze) recounts how the

demiourgos created an orderly universe out of existing matter.

rg tools and leaert and scafòtding: Cicero makes Velleius take Plato's

creation-myth literally, ignoring the preliminary comment at
Timaeus u Bc: 'To find the maker and father of the universe is a

hard task, and when yott have found him, it is impossible to

speak of him before all the people.' Such poetic myths make an

easy target when interpreted literally; hence these knockabout
jokes from Velleius. For Plato's discussion of the four elements,

see Timaeus 3zc and following.
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those solids ffiae shaþes: according to Pythagorean theory adopted
by Plato, the four elements are represented by geometiical
shapes; earth by particles in the shape of a cube, fire by a triar.rgu-
lar pyramid, air by an octahedron, and water by an ikosahedron
(twenty-sided). These are selected as the only possible regular
rectilinear solids (all the faces being identical in size and shape)
which can be enclosed in a sphere with all their corners touching
the surface; see I. M. Crombie, An Exþlanation of plato's Doctrínes
(London, r96z), ii. r97 ff.
to strike the mind and to þroduce sensations: the theory of perception
outlined inthe Timaeus posits a cone oflight formecl bãtween the
object seen and the eye. Particles from the object impinge on the
eye, which transmits the shock to the mind.

zo What thing høs some slrt d beginning but no end? Velleius's logic is
strong; it can be met only by Plato's claim (Timaeus 3zc) that
the creation is made eternal by the will of the Creator.
Ifltour Stoic Pronoia, Lucilius, is identical with ¿åis: Velleius here turns
to Lucilius Balbus to ask if the Stoic deity also created an eternal
unive rse. He is uncertain because most Stoics postulate a cyclical
process ofdestruction and regeneration, though panaetius dis-
sented.

z ¡ w hat it must haue b een in extent: Y elleius argues that we can compre-
hend the notion ofeternity before creation by thinking ofit as
spatial extension back frorn the moment of creation.

zz like sorne aedile . . . uith decoratiuefgures: the aediles at Rome super-
vised public buildings, and mounted public shows. Therels a
pun on signa ('decorative figures') here; the word means both
'statues'as erected by the aediles, and,stars,as created by pro-
noia.

z3 aslou Stoics usualþ clairn:see z. r33 ff.
mereþfor the aise? . . .for the benefit of thefew: the Stoics argued that a
small minority (Hercules, Socrates, the Cynic Diogenes are
cited as examples) were able to attain the status of wise men by
embracing virtue, which they defined as ,living according to
nature'.. God, suggests Velleius, has wasted his time in creating
the world for mankind if so few appreciate the gift.
the2 . . .failed to see into øhat shaþe , . . intelligent mind could be installed:
both Plato and the Stoics posit a sentient world endowed with
mind. The Timaeus myth describes how the world obtains its
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soul, and for the Stoics the soul of the universe is identical with
Pronoia. Epicureans argue that since reason is embraced within
the human form alone, intelligent mind can pass only into that
form, which the gods share with men.

z4 I shall treøt this matter: see $ 48.

z5 Now I shall recount the older uiews: ít is important to grasp two fea-

tures of this review of philosophy prior to the Hellenistic period'

Cicero endeavours to visualize the tenets from the standpoint of
an Epicurean's notion ofgods as untroubled and perfect beings

in human shape. Second, since he is personally hostile to the Epi-
curean school, he is not averse to summarizing their views in a
simplistic and misleading way. These inaccuracies or oversimpli-
fications can be measured by comparing the thumbnail accounts

of individual philosophers with the texts in Kirk-Raven-Scho-
field.

Thales: the statement that'god was the mind that fashioned all
things from water' misleads; Thales will have argued not that

mind was an external agent working on the water, but an imma-
nent and dynamic force within it'
Anaximander: he posited that the first principle was the aþeiron or

'boundless', but this probably means 'indefinite' in the sense of
intermediate between fire and air, or between air and water.
This intermediate matter, from which worlds emerge and into
which they disappear, is itself alive and ete rnal; Velleius' criti-
cism is in this sense misplaced.

t6 Anaximenes: the claim that the air which he posited as first prin-
ciple is created cannot be corréct, since like other Ionians Anaxi-
menes believed that matter is eternal.

Anaxagoras: astonishingly, Velleius omits Heraclitus and his

theory that fire is the first principle. Anaxagoras is chronologi-
cally and logically out of place he re; he should have followed Par-

menides, against whose teaching his views are formulated'
Moreover, Velleius appears wrongly to posit Anaxagoras' Nous

(Mind) as a transcendent rather than immanent force; he is pre-

senting the objection, familiar to all students of natural theology:
how can a non-material, non-sensory deity impinge on the

world of sense?

z7 Alcmaeon o.f Croton: Cicero has derived this account of the Py-

thagorean's theology (perhaps indirectly) from Aristotle's De

anima 4o5a,ri,,".,hl';:T ::::::i:"d that both th" n."".TI
bodies and the soul were compoundecl of atoms, they believed
that they would eventually break up. Alcmaeon inferred their
immortality from their capacity for perpetual self-movement.
By the'soul', he means the world-soul, aiive and eternal.

z7-B Velleius here mounts four familiar Bpicurean arguments
against the Pythagorean doctrine of the world-soul, from which
our individual souls are abstracted: God is dismembered, God
must be miserable, men must be ômniscient, and God as incor-
poreal mind has no contact with the earth. Since the Stoics take
over this doctrine of the world-soul, the argument is directed
against them as well.

Xenoþhanes: he is best known for attacking anthropomorphism
('If cattle and horses and lions had hands, they would depict
the gods like cattle and horses'). He posits instead a single god
ogreatest among gods and men, not like men in form and thought,
remaining motionless in the same place, shaking all things by
the thought of his mind' (frs. 23, e6), Velleius reproduces Aris-
totle's interpretation that this is a god coextensive with the world.

Parmenides: his description ofthe universe (recounted in a poem in
hexameters) is obscure. He speaks of concentric rings of light
and darkness, thin and thick rings ofair, with a fiery circle round
the solid centre. However, this is in the second part of his poem,
called TheWry of Seeming, which he rejects as a false view (he pre-
faces it with 'Here I end my trustworthy discourse
henceforward learn the beließ of mortal men,'). The charges
that he deifies war, disharmony, and desire may also he mis-
placed, since they too presumably appeared in TheWa2 ofSeening.

in another þhilosoþher: Alcmaeon (cf. $ z7).

zg Emþedocler: see the Glossary. Traditionally regarded as an associ-
ate of Parmenides, he differed from him in positing four eternally
distinct substances, fire, air, water, and earth, and gave them
symbolic names of deities. Velleius fails to mention Empedocles'
thesis that two agents, Love and Strife, unite and separate the
elements; the suggestion that the elements are born and
destroyed runs wholly counter to Empedocles'view.

Protagoras:see$zn.

Democritus'. ( 'our perception' translates the reading of the
MSS, sententiam, in preference to the emendation scientiam,)
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The ceiebrated atomist philosopher argued that objects com-
posecl of'atorrs give of images' (eidola) which strike the senses

and enter the rnind; 'the world of nature' refèrs to his doctrine of
atoms; and 'our perception and understanding' relers to the
reception of the images by the senses and the mind. But Velleius
ludicrously oversimplifies by claiming that for Democritus these
are gods, whereas he probably called the physical p'-ocess theion

or'divine' in the sense of (spontaneous'or 
'uncaused'.

Diogenes of Apollonia: not the famous Cynic philosopher, but a fol-
lower of'Anaximenes (see $e6), who posited air as the first ele-
ment, which he endowed with divine intelligence,

go Plato: for the citation from the Timaeus, see $ r g n.; the quotation
f'rom the Laøs (7. Bzr) totally misrepresents Plato's own view,
lor in that passage he is presenting the common notion of Athe-
nians which he proceeds to contradict, here and elsewhere
(Lau;s g. 966) arguing that astronomy should be studied as a
r.t'ork of piety. There is justification for the claim that Plato's god
is incorporeal; as f'or his lacking pleasure, Plato attacks the
rrotion that gods enjoy pleasure (Philebus 33b), which for Epicur-
earrs is the highest good. It is true that in his Titnaeus Plato
makes the stars gocls, owing their immortality to the will of the
Demiourgos; and in rhe Laws, Ouranos (heaven) is the supreme
deity, and the stars are the adornments olthe gods. It is possible
to make these views consistent by identifying Ouranos with
Demiourgos as labels for the creative Mind; but Plato's pro-
nouncements are poetic and speculative, not to be subjected to
the literal interpretation employed by Velleius.

gr Xenoþhon'. the range of writings of Plato's fellow-pupil under
Socrates i¡rcludes four books of Memorabiliø, a defence of the mas-
ter's teaching, Velleius here freely adapts Memorabilia 4.Z. 13f.,
as when he claims that the soul is called a god, lvhereas it 'par-
takes of the divine nature'in Xenophon.

gz Antisthenes: after associating with Plato ancl Xenophon as disciple
ofSocrates, he founded the Cynic school, which was concerned
rnore with ethics than with physics. Cicero may have gleaned
this quntation from his friend the Epicurean Philodemus.

Speusippus: the nephew and successor ofPlato as head ofthe Acad-
emy; no other testimony exists for the view expounded here,
which is reminiscent of Anaxagoras' doctrine o{ Nous.

3sAristotte:,r",'"",,,#f'1,:::::"",:;:,l,'.,u,ndissentiens,r"i,T:
the emendati on non dissentiens, Ttecanse Aristotle introdnces racli-
cally different notions of God.) The four views assigned to hirn
here are: (i) divinity assigned wholly to Mind; this is Anax¿r-
goras',&bas, which Plato adopted; (ii) the world is god; this prob-
ably distorts Aristotle's view that the heavenly bodies are
rational beings; (iii) some other person is in charge of the world;
this is Aristotle's first Mover, himsclf unrnoved, the object of
desire wlrich rouses the first heaven to nroverne nt (see Metaph2.rits
r I); (iv) the heatofthe heavens is god; this is the aether,the quint-
essence, the ûfth element, the upper fiery region of the stars.
When Velleius adds that a moving god cannot be unffoubled
and blissful, he uses epithets by which Epicurcans denote the
nature of thcir gods' existence.

Zq Xenlcrates: the work on the gods of this fellow-student ofAristotle
and later head of the Academy (SSg-Sr+) is wholly lost; the con-
ferment of divinity on the planets, sun, moon, and fixed stars is a
restatement of Plato's doctrine,

Heraclides; this minor figure of the Academy is adduced as further
evidence of the Platonists'identification ofdivinity with the phy-
sical world. The notion of a pervasive Mind, investing the world
with eternal movement and life, is implicitly contrasted with the
Epicurean notion of anthropomorphic gods,

95 Theoþhrasiz.i: Aristotie's successor as head of the Lyceum in gez
wrote a work in three books called Concerning Gods; the descrip-
tion here inclicates that he follows the Platonist*Aristotelian con-
cept of astral divinity.

,Stratot this Peripatetic from Lampsacus, who was head of the
Lyceum c.z97-269, was an unusual figure in his school lor his
interest in physics. A similar statement to the views expressed
here is found in Cicero's Academica z. tzt.

g6 the þhilosoþhers of2our sclnol: since the Stoics are one of Velleius'
two niain opponents in the dialogue, he devotes extended c¡iti-
cism to them, selecting for attack six prominent spokesmen of
the rival school.

þno of Citium in Cyprus, founder of the Stoic school, came to
Athens in 3rg, and lectured in the Painted Stoa, close to the
agora.The Stoics use the term'law of nature', which they derive
from Heraclitus, as an alternative title for Pronoia, Destiny or
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Logos, the range of labels used to present the Stoic gocl, which is

thefrery þneurzø directing the course of the world. The combina.
tion of fire and air which is þneuma is identical with Aristotle's
aether, the upper air. The stars are begotten from that purest

aether (see e. 39), so they are part of the þneuma; years, months

and seasons are divine through their association with the move-
ment of the stars, which make manifest the government of the

Stoic god.

Hesiod's Theogony: this poem (c.7oo nc) incorporates .myths

about the origins of gods, heroes and the world. The Stoics

rationalize the myths by suggesting that the deities symbolize
the operations of pneuma in the various spheres ofnature and of
human activity.

g7 Aristo: of Chios, friend and pupil of Zeno, was preoccupied
chiefly with ethics, if the fragments (gathered by Von Arnim,
Stoicorum Veterum Fragmenta r. ro3 ff.) arc atry guide. He presum-
ably preached the orthodox Stoic doctrine about the þneuma as

world-soul.

Cleanthes of Assos in the Troad, followed Zeno as head of the
Stoic school. Velleius' survey of his views of god merely adum-
brates the central Stoic notion of the þneumø as the fiery aether
animating the universe, often called Reason or Logos and sym-
bolized by the Graeco-Roman deities ('gods have a particular
shape').

as høuing left iß . . . imþrint on øs: Velleius seems deliberately to use

the imagery which the Stoics themselves employed in their
theory of knowledge. Perceptions leave their imprint like a seal

on wax, says Velleius, yet the perception of gods which is

impressed on our minds makes no appearance in Cleanthes'
account.

gB Persaeus: a minor Stoic figure, inffoduces Euhemerism into Stoic
theology (though it is doubtful if he had met or read Euhemerus
of Messene). This accusation by Velleius (Cicero se ems to have
garnered it from his Bpicurean friend Philodemus) probably
arose from the veneration which Stoics accorded to their tiny
band of patron saints (on whom, see z. 6z). Ironically enough,
Epicureans like Lucretius similarly venerated Epicurus as a god-

like ûgure (see $ 43).
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39 Chr2siþþus: here we reach the greatest single name in Stoicism, the
third head of the Stoa after Zeno and Cleanthes, often called
'The Second Founder' because he cornposed a whole corpus of
writings on logic, physics and ethics. He accordingly attracts
Velleius' most vicious criticism. The first nine kinds of deitv
attributed to him (reason, the soul and mind of nature, thä
world, the effusion of the world-soul, the guiding principle, the
all-embracing natul'e of things, Fate and Necessity, fire and
aether, all things in flux and flow) can all be subsumed under
the single concept oîPronoialpneuma and the world which it ani-
mates; the tenth appends Persaeus' Euhemerism. Since Stoic
physics lays down that individual souls at death join the world-
soul, the notion that some individuals attain immortality is an
innovation; it is echoed by Balbus later at z. 62. It is often
assumed that this incorporation of the deification ofhuman per-
sons does not emerge in Stoicism till the first century AD, when
Platonist elements enter, as in Seneca's letters; this passage sug-
gests that it appears in early Stoicism.

4o Juþiter is the aether . . . the air . . . is . . . Neþtune,, . . the earth . . . Ceres: ín
this Stoic rationalization, the Olympian deities represent the
þneuma. in the various spheres,Jupiter in the sky, Neptune in the
seas (for the notion that the waters are infused with air, cf. pliny,
NH z. 4, 9. 6), Ceres is the earth (she was identified with
Demeter, wrongly interpreted as equivalent to Ge-meter,
'Mother Earth'),

4t Orþheus, Musaeus: these are hazy names of legend. For Orpheus,
see $ ro7 n.; Musaeus is said to have been his disciple. The mys-
tery-religion associated with Orpheus seems to have been close
to Pythagoreanism; different poets wrote under his name.

Diogenes of Bafutlon:he succeeded Chrysippus as head of the Stoa.
Philodemus mentions him as the author of a work on Athena/
lVlinerva, in which he represented the goddess as symbolic of the
activity of the þneuna in the fields of art and learning.

42 þlets: Velleius seeks to contrast implicitly this depraved beha-
viour ascribed to the gods by the poe ts with the Epicurean deities,
models of tranquillity and civilized conduct.

43 the Magi . . , the Egtþtiøøs: the Magi were rhe priests of the Medes,
professing ZoroasÛian dualism and precursors of the cult of
Mithras. With them and with the Egyptians'worship of animal
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deities (and perhaps a hint of the barbaric myth oflsis and Osiris)
he associates the superstition of popular cults at Rome.

Epicurus terms this þroleþsls: in $ 44 Cicero claimed to have coined
tlre Latin word anticiþallo to rcnder this Greek concept. Thereby
he distorts (whether intentionally or not is disputed) the true
sense oî þroleþsis. Epicureans argue that following the repeated
impact of images on the senses or the mind, we grasp a general

conception ofan object (as in this case ofthe gods); this is whatpro-
lepsis implies. Cicero's rendering appears to interpret it as pre-
vious knowledge of objects before their images have itnpacted oq

the senses, in other words a knowledge which predates sense-
' experience.

the diaine treatise of Eþicurus: this work, Rule and Judgement, which
discussed the Bpicurean theory ofknowledge, has not survived,
We are dependent upon Epicurus' Príncipal Doctrines and his

Letter to Herodoll¡¡ for reconstructiotì of the theory,

4+ u)e must use neologisms: referring to the coining of anticipatio in $ +g.

45 the dictum exþounded b2 E¡ticurus: thisis a clirect citation of Epicurus,
Principal Doctrines r.

46 primary conceþts: the evidences afforded by nature before reviewed

by the reason.

47 u)løse uiews dffir according to the moment; a jocular criticisrn of the

Acadernics' doctrine of probability, by which judgements may
vary according to circumstances.

49 not corþoreaL, but quasi-corþoreal, etc.: the Epicureans believecl that
the gods, like everything else, are atomic compounds, but they
are composed of atoms so fine that they ditre r in kind from the
atoms which constitute the human frame.

þerceþtible not to the senses, but to the mind: unlike mundane objects

which give off images composed of atoms which strike the

senses, the images ofgods are so fine that they bypass the senses

and impinge directly on the mind,

or in measurable identit2: the phrase ad numerum has given rise to

much controversy; for the sense of individual identity' of the
gods, see F':ist, E¡ticuru¡, App. E; Long, Hellenistic Philosoþh2,

+6r.
bo dn eßaet balance . . . isonomia: no attempt is made by Velleius to

defend this doctrine, perhaps because it was such a familiar fea-
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ture in Presocratics like Heraclitus a'd Empedocles. For the
views expressed here, see Rist, Eþicurus, r 44 ff. bice ro introduces
the doctrine here to ir.rdicate that in Epicureanism the gods are
infinite in number.

5r It is surprising that in this account of the life of the Epicurean
gods, no mention is macle of their locale. It is strange, ìoo, that
Vellei's refers to'god'in the singular, perhaps to contrast trre lei-
surely existe'ce ofthe individual Epicurean deity with the cease-
less activity ofthe Stoic god next described.

He takes þleasure in his own wisdom and. uirtue.. this is the Aristotelian
view ofgod absorbed in his own excellence.

53 hauingrecourse to adeusex machina: the thought is borrowed from
Plato, Craelus 425d. Euripides in particular was criticized for
ending nine of his eighteen plays in this way; for example, in his
Medea the heroine, after killing her children and Jason;s new
bride, escapes by winged car from the housetop.

54 unbounded tracts of sþace: the Epicureans taught that the voicl
encompassing innumerable worlds is infinite; cf. Lucretius r.
g5B tr The implication is that it would have been beyond the
powers ofa craftsman-god to create on such a scale.

55 Tlte outcome of art eternal ueriþt an.d a chain of causation:velleius is criti-
cizing the Stoic argument that statements about the future must
be either true or false, and that the future is accordingly cleter-
mined.

mantike: the basis of the theory of divination is that all parts of the
creation are in harmony with each other, reflecting the divine
dispensation. Ifdisharmony appears in one aspect 1eg. in an ani_
mal's entrails) it signifies disharmony in the world ailarge, and
portends disaster. Cicero,s treatise On Diuination stronglj, criti-
cizes the theory from the Academic viewpoint.

soothsalt ers, augurs, etc.:soothsayers (harusþices) inspected anim¿rls'
entrails; augurs, the flight of birds; the others are more general
expressions for prophets of the future. The Romans in-herited
these techniques of prophecy from the Etruscans; Stoics were
able to reconcile them with their doctrine offate.

57 toith his customary bonhon¿ie: cicero contrasts velleius' bellicose
demeanour ($rB) lvith Cotta's greater urbanity. Cotta then
takes the characteristic Academic stance by promising a socratic
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scrutiny olEpicurean falsehood rather than a positive expositìorr
olhis own.

58 Lucius Ct'assus some editors delete this name, since it is missing

from most early MSS, and because Crassus, the Inost celebrated

orator of Cicero's youth, was allegedly ignorant of philosophy.

But he was the friend of Velleius (De or. 3, 78), and the Latin
demands a name at this point; Crassus' flattery of his friend
need not be based on deep philosophical knowledge.

59 During m2 time in Athens I often attended þno's lectures: Cotta had
been a member of the moderate party in the Roman senate led

by Drusus; when Drusus was murdered in the disorders of gr ac,
Cotta and other supporters were hounded into exile. So in all
likelihood he did hear Zeno lecture at Athens in the early eight-
ies. 'I'his Zeno was the Epicurean from Sidon (born c.r5o),

whom Cicero himself heard lecture at Athens in 78 (cf. Fin. t,
r6) so that the comments passed on him here reflect Cicero's

own assessment.

Phito: Philo of Larissa, head of the Fourth Academy at Athens

(c.rog-88 Bc), came to Rome as a refugee during the First
Mithridatic War. Cicero heard his lectures at Rome in B ¡ nc .

6o Simonides , . . Hiero: Simonides of Ceos (r.556-468 Bc) was cele-

brated as a composer of hymns, dirges and elegies' He was a
favoured figure at the court ofHiero I ofSyracuse (a78-a6716).

This story may be apocryphal; in Tertullian the same conversa-
tion is ascribed to Thales and Croesus (Aþ01. +6. B),

ü though I am a þontifex, etc.: of the four main college s of priests at

Rome, the sixteenpontifces took precedence over the augurs, the

decemuiri sacrlrttrm (the college was increased to fifteen by 5r nc)

who supervised the Sibylline books, and the eþulones, who orgau-

ized religious feasts, Cotta was elected þontifex soon after his

return to Rome in 8e nc; tenure of this priesthood reflected his

high stature in the state.

6z þersons of all communities . . . belieue it to be so: see $ 43. The argument
for the existence of gods er c onsensu gentiurnwas wide ly maintained
in antiquity; where atheism is noted, it is usually ascribed to

uneducated barbarians as here, or to ignoramuses; Plato, "Løøs

BB6a, remarks that there are many young atheists, but no old

ones.

6g l)iagoras...Theodorus... Protagoras:see I. 2 nn.
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To quote Luciliøs: Lucilius, often called the father of Roman satire,
died in roz Bc. In one of his satires (see Warmington, iii,
r r38 ff.), a meeting of the Gods' Council discusses the dcath of
the perjurer Lupus, on whom see also Horace, ,Sat. z, t.68. For
Tubulus Hostilius as murderer and briber ofjuries, see the texts
in Pease's edition, and cf. 3.74.Papftius Carbo (consul ieo) was
notorious as the advocate who defended Opimius, assassin of
Gaius Gracchus; the allegation that he murdered Scipio Acmi-
lianus is probably unfounded. All three characters mentioned
by Lucilius are thus depicted as public villains. The phrase ,sons

of Neptune' describing them is proverbial for 'the most fierce
monstrosities' (Gellius 15. er) and is the antonym of 'son of
Jupiter', a man ofvirtue.

65 The supplement in brackets, or similar formulation, is added by
editors. But possibly the addition is unnecessary, and Cotta, imi-
tating Velleius, is arguing by syllogism: 'There is nothing which
Iacks a body; everywhere is occupied by bodies; therefore there
can be no void.'

66 the crytþtic utterances of the naturøl þhilosoþhers , . , seetn rnore þrobable:
like a true Academic, Cotta claims only probability and not
truth. By'natural philosophers'he means Aristotle, who in Pfuis-
ics 4.6 ff. argues that void does not exist, and in Ph2sics 6. r that
matter is infinitely divisible.

Dunocritus , . , Leuci¡tpus: the separate contributions of the two
great atomist philosophers, pupil and teacher, cannot be distin-
guished; see Kirk-Raven-Schofield, ch. r7. Lucretius 2.ßgtr.
offers a similar description of the shape of the atoms.

b2 some sort of accidental collision: Cotta is wrong to attribute this
view to the Greek atomists; in fact in $ 6q he absolves Democritus
of this doctrine. The notion of accidental swerve (elinamen) was
introduced by Epicurus to supporr his ethical teaching; it
allowed him to combat the Stoic doctrine ofnecessity.

67 øithout t:he direction of natute 0r t e(¿slni Cotta here exploits Stoic cos-
mological theory, for these terms are often used for the Stoic
þneuma.

68 itfollows that the2 are not eternal: this argument, that only simple and
not composite substances can be eternal, is a familiar feature in
earlier philosophy. The Epicureans argued that in the purer
region of the intermundia, the finer atoms of which the gods are
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allegedly composed are not liable to separate; but the argumerlt
is frail.

aslou argued amoment ago: see $ eo.

69 Cotta now pl'esents three alleged instances of absurd Epicurean
tene ts; the swerve of the atoms, the denial of the disjunctive pro-
position, and the infallibility of the senses.

it .ruterued: the theory of the swerve (clinamen) of' the atoms is

Epicurus' attempt to correct the thesis of Democritus that the
heavier atoms overtake the lighter in their downward path,
resulting in an impact which initiates movement in all directions.
Since all atoms of whatever weight descend at the same rate (see

Cicero, F'in. t. rg, Diogenes Laertius ro, 6r), a diferent explana-
tion is necessary to defend the doctrine of free will against Stoic
deterr¡inism,

7o uiabilit2 to defend his thesis: that is, the thesis that the atoms latch on
to each other to create material objects,

conrtonñ.ng the logicians: ancient philosophers combined logic and
dialectic as the ûrst branch ofphilosophy, the science ofreason.
ing, which embraces aiso epistemology. In the science of logic,
the disjunctive proposition is what is often nowadays called 'the
law of the exclucled rniddle'; given tlr,o conflicting propositions,
one or other must be true. The Epicureans adopted Aristotle's
solution (Ðøinterþretatione g), that necessity is present only ifthe
two prepositions are combinecl; if taken separately, the state-
mer.rts 'Epicurus will be alive tomorrow/Epicurus will not be

alive tomorrow' are ttot necessary. Again Epicurus is concerned
here to cornbat the notion ofStoic necessity.

Arcesilaus used to hantmer arua) at (eno: Arcesilaus, founder of the
Second Academy, here attacks not the Epicurean Zeno but the
founder of the Stoics of the same name, who argued that sense-

perceptions give us certain knowiedge in some things, but that
ir others we must suspend judgement. Epicurus clairned that all
serìse-perceptions are reliable, but that our judgement of them
may be distorted, a view inherited from Aristotle (De anima 3. g).

¿øas he too cl¿uer'. the text is uncertain; I translate nimis callide,

7 r Tne augur can look anothe.r in the e2e without grinning: the author of this
mlt was the elder Cato (Cicero , Diu. z. 5 I ) . Augurs were able to
suspend public business when it suited them, by claiming unpro-
pitious signs from heaven, while simultaneously regarding these
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religious practices, inherited from the Etruscans, with some con_
tempt' cicero recounts the mot with rerish as an au¡¡ur himse lf.

72 nlt a øhif of the Academl or the þceum: Cotta,sallcgation that Epi_
curus made no artempt to srucly the cloctrinei'of th. schuãL
founded by Plato and Aristotle is ill-foundecl; see Rist, El,;;;;-;,
rff.
Xenocrates: see $ 34 n.

Pamþhilus: this teacher is otherwise unknown.
His father Neocles had gone there: when samos was seized by the
Athenian general Timotheus in 366, the Athenian Neocles was
one ofthe party ofsettlerswho migrated there . According to Dio_
genes- Laerrius, Epicurus had thrèe brorhers. He lived oä Sorrro,
until he was eighteen in 3zg, when he went to Athens to perforrn
his military service.

7g Epicurus shotas extraordinar2,e ontemptfor this ptatoni.çti cicero is prob-
ably alluding to Epicurus,treatise On Nature,ofwhich onty frag_
ments survive. Book 14_ (there werc 87 in all) appears tá na,ïe
contained an attack on platonist physics, and ,íry iruu. ir.cl.rJeã
disparagement of pamphilus.

caught red-handed in the cose of Nausiþhanes: this is r¡ecause his boast
ofnever having had a teacher ($ Zr) i, found to be untrue. Nausi_
phanes of Teos may have follòwed Democritus in p.eactring a
doctrine of deterrninisnr, in contrast to the lìpicureån til"ü;
the chance swerve of the atoms.

74 as Pythagoras used to do from outsiders: for pythagoras, secretive
behaviour, see W. K. C. Guthrie , History i¡ Ciret ph;toroji2,1
(Cambridge, r 96e), r5o ff.

as Heraclitus did: he was notorious for his obscure sayings; Cicero
(Fin. z. r5) calls him skoteinos,,the dark,.

J5 the venus ofco"ç: this was the famous painting ofthe fourth-century
artist Apelles of Colophon, whicir clepijed epf,rnait.-V.,r,í,
rising from the sea-foam. It was ,.rnoråd by Augustus l"* C;;
to the temple ofl)ivus Iulius at Rome.

76 The arguments here are a ¡esumé of Velleius' statemcnts ir. $$ +g,
47 1.

77 sl.me.strateg) ofphilosophers: the allusion may be to Aristotle, Meta_
þh2sics ro74b.
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an eagle or lion or dolphin: Cicero selects creatures from the 1þ¡..
clomains of air, land, and sea.

llt is likeþ . . . to resentble mez] : some commentators regard this sen.
tence as an intr.usive gloss; others think that some words ¡¿y.
fallen out before it.

78 the b,ullntltichltore of Euroþ¿: this is the famous myth ofhowJupite¡
in the guise of a bull charmed and bore offEuropa f.o- pt å.ni.
cia to Crete; it is frequently depicted in art and literature, as at
Horace, Odes g. 27.

the famous merman 'Triton: a painting found at Herculaneur¡1
depicts him with seâ-creatures for legs. Compare the descriptiol
ofApollonius Rhodius 4. r 6o8 ff

79 nationøl seruicemen: at the age of rB, Athenians were called up to
defend the Attic frontiers in platoons of about fifteen; ,". $ 7e n.
for Epicurus' national service.

I know wþ2ou're grinning: Cotta appears to have an eye for hand_
some boys.

Alcaeus; this is the famous lyric poet (fl. c.6oo) from Mitylene on
Lesbos, whose partiality for young boys is mentioned elsewhere
by Cicero (Tusc.4.7t) and also by Horace (Odes r.3z). The
Latin here forms part of a hexameter, and is probably ã quota_
tion from a satirist.

Qtintus Catulus, etc.: the son, fellow-pontiffwith Cotta and consul
in 78, supported Cicero in the suppression of the Catilinarian
conspiracy. The father (consul in roz and a highly respected
member of the Optimates) was proscribed by Marius in 87, and
committed suicicle. He was one of a €çroup of versifiers belore
Catullus who adapted Hellenistic motiß to their erotic poetry;
see G. Luck, The Latin Loae-Eleg (Lond.on, r959), 39 fL His rele-
vance here is as a Roman counterpart to Alcaeus, a poet in love
with a boy with a physical defect.

ltourfelloa-townsman Roscius: Roscius, like Velleius, was a native of
Lanuvium. He was the most celebrated actor in the time of
Cicero, who speaks highly of him (Orator r . r 3o, etc.).

Bo the Academ2mustbefourishinginheauen: the point ofthejoke is that
the Academics advanced four arguments to estabiish that noth-
ing can be known for certain, the third of which is the argument
from indistinguishable resemblancesl if there is no difference
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between ¿ and å, it is impossible to recog nize a and to fail to recog-

nize b (see Acad. z. Br) .

Ba ntanlt shrines þlurzdererl: conspicuous exatnples of such sacrilege

were the looting by Marcellus at Syracrise, that by Pieminius at
Locri, and that by Fulvius Nobilior at Ambracia (Livy 26. 3o.
B fl., zg. I8. I ff., 38. 43.6 ff.); more recently the troops of Sulla,

and the prâetor Verres in Sicily, had become bywords f'or such

rapine (Sallust, Cat. tt' 6; Cicero, Verr.2.4. t).

crocodile or ibis 0r cati see the extended discussion ofEgyptian reli-
gion at Herodotus z. 35ff'-for the crocodile,2.69; the ibis, e.

7q; the cat (the cat-cemetery in the ancient city of Bubastis)' z.

67. Cicero (Tusc. 5,78) repeats the statement of Herodotus e. 65

that it was a capital oflence to kill these animals.

Apis:fortheholy calf of Memphis, see Herodotus 2. 38.

Sosþita... Juno: she is called'your'Sospita because there was at

Lanuvium a celebrated shrine ofJuno the Saviour, the guardian

deity of childbirth. The Vatican museum contains a statue

which corresponds exactly with her description here. There was

a famous statue of Juno at Argos by the lìfth-century sculptor
Polyclitus; she held a pomegranate, symbol of fcrtility, and a

sceptre, with a cuckoo above (Pausanias 2. I7)'Juno had other
roles besides that ofguardian ofchildl¡irth, and she appears at

Rome with other appurtenances (Latte, r 66 tr ).

Jupiter Ammon: Ammon was an Egyptian god with a well-known
shrine in the oasis of Siwa. He was identified by the Romans

withJupiter by syncresis.

Bg Alcamenes: this noted fìfth-century sculptor was a pupil of Phidias.

In later tradition, Hephaestus Vulcan was depicted as lame

because he was cast down from heaven lty Zeus, and landed on

Lemnos, where he had a smithy (see 3. 55)'

84 Vulcan does not bear the slnu name: see 3. 55 for various Vulcans,
including the Egyptian.

our þontifcal regislørs: Augustine (CD +. B) by contrast claims that

these'huge rolls' could scarcely contain all the names and lunc-

tions ofthe deities.

85 some þeoþle think: at r. r23, the Stoic Posidonius is quoted to this

effect"
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The Principal Doctrines: Epicurus left a catechism of fo"r,.
maxims-the Ten Commandments, so to say, of Epicureani.'*y
Tlre first, quoted here, enunciates the Epicurean ide al of ata.ä
or lack ofdisturbance.

86 Metrodorus: he is the most famous itupil ofEpicurus; see $$ gg, ¡ rB.

ittwardþ scared of things uhich in realit2 do not ruorry ordinary peoltle oaer-
much the Epicureans laid great stress on thê anxieiiis ir¿r..J
b¡ fea,r of the gods in this life and of divine vengeance in uuãiì
after de¿th. see e.g. Lucretius r . r r o and r 46 ff. cicero .tr**rr...
maintains that the lìpicureans exaggerate these fears (cf, f4ø.
r. ro and 4B), and Cotta here argues that Epicurus .,risits his own
fears on the world at largc.

87 T"he swt accomþlishes 
.its course: though Aristalchus of Samos had

propou.ded the notion ofa heliocentric universe in the third cenl
tury Bc, the authority olAristotle prevailed, and Roman philo-
sophers unanimously adhere to the doctrine of a geocãntric
unlverse,

E¡ticurus,you can haae seen nothing comþørable to this: the argument
runs that many things in our expcrience are without pãrallel,
and that therefore there may be rational beings in .,orr-hu*uí
shape.

BB the non-existence of the courses of sun,moon, and þlanets: (the Latin does
not have 'the courses of', but such an addition is demanded by
the sense.) The argument is directed at the Epicurean epistemoí-
ogy, by which certain knowledge is attainable only thiough the
senses.

imagining that 2ou were bont on Seriþhus: rhis tiny island in the
Cyclades was proverbial ftrr its backwardness. See the famous
story of Themistocles and the Seriphian at plato, Reþ. 3zge-
33oa, repeated by Cato in Cice ro's D e senectute B,

97 To þress this argument, etc.: I follow those scholars who, after Bake
(Mnemos2ne (rBSg), 4r4), transpose part of $97 to this place in
the text between $ BB and $ 89.

beasts found in thø Indian Ocean or in India: literally ,in the Red Sea
and in India'. Both Greeks and Romans apply the term Red Sea
to the Indian Ocean ancl to the Persian Gulf, as well as to the
Red Sea. The additional mention of India here suggests that the
Indian Ocean is in Cotta's mind; the ,beasts' are presurnably

Notes to Pages g4*36 t67

whales, monsters of the deep comparable in size with elephants

on land.

p,q the technique o-f the logicianr: at $ 48, Velleius compresses his argu-
ment that the gods have huntan shapc itrto the mould of the

chain-argum ent or sorites; this was a practice favoured by Stoics

rather than by Epicureans.

qo the gods haue alwa2s ¿xisted: though Epicureans argued that the" gods are compositc creatures formed from atoms, the evidence
of Hippolytus and Pliilodemus suggests that they believed that
the gods existed'from eternity'. See Rist, Epicurus, r5zl.

gr at a Rornan's þossessing such wide knowledg¿: Cicero pats himself ob-
liquely on the back.

gg Metrodorus and Hermarchus: ttis said that Metrodorus would have
followed his friencl Epicurus as head of the Garden had he not
died first; Hermarchus succeeded instead. Theyjoined with Epi-
curus in attacking Pythagoras for equating all things with
number, Plato for his notion of the demiurge initiating motion
in the universe, and Empedocles for positing that love and stife
combine and separate the four elements. All these views of pur-
posive creation are at odds with the Epicurean doctrine of the
fusion and separation of the atoms by chance.

Leontium: the Epicureans admitted wofiren into their school.
Leontiurn is said to have been the mistress of Epicurus. She

attacked Theophrastus, successor of Aristotle as head of the
Lyceum, presumably for the Peripatetic doctrine of God the
unmoved Mover.

þn0,.. Alltucius... Phaedrus: forZeno, see$59n.; Albuciuswas a

Roman, who after being condemned for extortion as praetor in
Sardinia, was exiled to Athens, where he became an Epicurean
philosopher of note. Phaedrus, head of the Epicureatr school,

was still alive at the dramatic date of this dialogue (76 rc), but
Cotta is referring to the time he heard him lecture in Athens in
the Bos.

Epicurus bffited Aristotle, etc.'. Cicero is critical of the uninhibited
language ofphilosophical controversy at Athens þf. Fin. z.Bo).
For such alleged abuse by Epicurus, see also Diogenes Laertius
ro. g. Phaedo is the young friend of Socrates lvho lent his name
to Plato's dialogue on the immortality of the soul; he later retired
to Elis, and established a school of philosophy there. f imocrates
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is said to have been a hot-tempered youth who dissented fro*
Epicurus'views aboutthe means of happiness; ,." gr13.-ñåi
Democritus and Nausiphanesr see $$ zg, 73 nn.
Apollodorus, silris: a contemporary stoic named Apolodorus is 

^more likely target than the Bpicurean Apollodorus, Zero's o*l
teacher. Sillis is unknown; even the form of the name is "".."*in.
Socrates . . . an Attic trifler , . . referred ta Chr2sipþus as Chr)siþþa: Zeno,s
use of the Latin word scurra to describe Såcrates was presumabl;
for the amusement of Roman pupils like Cotta (and t.iï
Cicero and Atticus); the precise sensã may be ,trifler', or o..fr"Ii
'know-all'; see P. B. Corbett, Tlt¿ Scurra (Edinburgh, ,qgOl. oi"
z7 ff. For_Chrysippus, see $ 39 n.; ancieni criti.s ,íg!.r"t .rriilrii
prolixity led to his being regarded as a garrulous olãìady.

94 all the ph2sical cares and concerns: cotta becomes tediously repet.
itive; cf. g 92.

95 beatitas or , . . beatitudo: Roman pioneers in philosophy had some-
times to coin neologisms to express Greekioncepir, bicero h..e
wonders how to render Grcek eudaimonia, ror which earrier he
used beata aita. Of the two neologisms launched herc, beatituÃ
catches on, but beatitas fades out,

96 in uirtue than in apþearønce: cottauses stoic arguments to rebut the
Epicurean claims, whereas at 3. gB he rounâly rejects the Stoic
notion that God has need ofthe cardinal virtues.

97 as Enni.us remarks: thecitation is from a lost satire.
gB The thesis that gods have human shape because reason and inter-

ligence are found only in humans is now rebutted by the argu_
ment that human intelligence is the result of .rruirorr*.rr"tul
factors which the gods have not experienced.

too fou directed withering criticism: see $ 59.
what great and outstanding.work do lou adduce . . , I Cotta knows per-
fectly well that the Epicureans believe that the gods havË no
part in the creation or the guidance of the univeise; hence his
anticipation ofVelleius, reply which sidesteps the question.

tor ibises disþose of . , . snakes . . .fro* the ffrican des¿rt: Herodotus 2. 75(cf. also 3. ro7 ff.) is the source ofthis account that the ibis conl
fronts flying snakes. and kills them, though in his version they
hailfrom Arabia, where they are said to giard the frankincensi
cf. also Pliny, NH to.75.
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Egtþtianrøts ønd crocodiles and cats: the ichneumon or Egyptian rat
similarly attacks snakes (AristoLle, Hist. Anim. g.6) and destroys
crocodiles' eggs (a dubious benefit in the eyes of crocodile-
worshippers). Crocodiles were thought to form a line of defence

preventing invaders from crossing the Nile. The cat was favoured
as destroyer ofreptiles (Diodorus r. 87).

tog where is his. residence, etc.t an important omission from Velleius'
eadier apologia is the physical abode of the gods, which Epicur-
eâns argue is in the intermundia, the spaces between the worlds.
Cotta now demands enlightenment on this issue.

slfixe 0.îe thought to be born euen infre: this claim derives from Aris-
totle's Generation of Animals (9. g, S. Ig), with specific reference to
the salamander which'exstinguishes the fire by walking through
it'.

rc5 no substance or . . , measurable identiþ: see $ 49 for Velleius' formula-
tion, criticized here by Cotta.

a hiþpocentøur: half-horse and half-man, it is regularly cited as a
non-existent creature of the imagination; cf, Plato, Phaedrus

ezgd, Cicero, Tusc. t. go, etc.

rc6 I seem to behold Tiberi.us Gracchus: in I33 rc, when Tiberius Grac-
chus sought to promulgate his agrarian law, it was vetoed by his
fellow-tribune M, Octavius. Thereupon Gracchus proposed to
the comitia tributa, meeting as often on the Capitol, that Octavius
be deposed from office. Cotta adduces the incident to criticize
the Epicurean theory of knowledge, according to which images
of the participants still strike the mind over fifty years later, Epi-
cureans would have responded that such images are constantly
present in the air, so that the mind can intercept those it wishes;

see Rist, Epicurus,24.

rc7 from Democritus: see $ z,g.

Homer and Archilochus, etc.: Cotta assembles from the remote pâst
pairs of Greek poets, Roman kings, and Greek philosophers,
and appends to them the non-existent(?) ûgure ofOrpheus (the
citation of Aristotle is from his lost De þhilosoþhia). For the prob-
able Epicurean response, that not all images emanate from
actual objects, see Rist, Epicurus, 24.

the Orþhic poem now currentz this will be the Rhaþsodic Theogon2; on
the poem and its putative author, the Pythagorean Cercops, see

W. K. C. Gu thríe, 0 rpheus andGr ee k Reli,gzoz (London, I 95 z ), ch. 4.
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rcB dffirent itnøges of the same þertzn, etc,: this list of objections to thç

Epicurean theory of sense-impressions was a familiar feature q¡
philosophical dispute, The first objection, that the same images

appear to different individuals in different guises, was answered

by the clairn that our senses do not deceive us, but ourjudgements
of them may, On the problem of non-existent, composite cre¿-
tures like thc six-headed, twelve-footed Scylla, living opposits
the whirlpool Charybdis, or the Chimaera, part-lion, part-goat,
part-serpent slain by Bellerophon, the Epicurean Lucretius (4.

372) explains that images of different creatures merge in our
minds. Lucretius likewise explains (+.Zlgtr.) that images strike
us even in our sleep because they hover in the air perpetually.

rog For these citations ofËpicureanviews, see $$49-5o. On isonomia,

see $ 5o n.; aequilibritas is another Ciceronian coining,

tto Let us now considør blessedness; Cotta now attacks Velleius' state-
ments in $$ 45-8.

rrt an] good . . . detachedfrom luxurious and lewd pleas¿r¿s: there is no
dotrbt that Epicurus' work Peri Telous díd lay such emphasis on
physical pleasures; see Diogenes Laertius Io. 6, Athenaeus 7.

e8oa, Hencc Cicero's strong antipâthy to Epicurean ethics as

reflected atTusc, g. 4r, Fin.2. zg, etc.

rrz Juaentas or Gan2medet Juventas is the Roman title of Hebe, the
female counterpart of Ganymede as cupbearer of Zeus; cf.

Homer, Il. 4. z, etc.

r13 touse Eþicuru,r'word: Cf. Athenaeus I2. 546, Cicero, Tuse . g. 47,etc,

our teachør Philo: cf. $ 6 n.

Metrodorus, ., Timoøates:see L gg nn,

rrS reaerence anddeaotion:Yelleius has prcsented the argument for these

at $ 45.

Tiberíus Coruncanius or Publius Scaeuola', Coruncanius is cited
because he was the first plebeian þontifex maximus (z5e rc) and
celebrated for his religious fervour; P. Mucius Scaevola þonffix
maximus I3r nc) was famed for his knowledge of religious law
and ceremonial,

not b2 uiolence, as Xerxes did: for Xerxes' burning of Greek temples,
see Herodotus 8. ro9. Cicero elsewhere (Leg, z. Io) reports the
tradition that he did this to prevent deities being confined
within walls, when the whole world was their temple.
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r17 foufree menfrom suþerstition: Cicero doubtless thinks of the magni-
ficent image at Lucretius r.62ff., in which Epicurus is depicted
as a warrior overcoming the foe superstition,

Diagoras or Theodorus . , . Protagoras: see r. z nn.

¡r8 For this notion that astute thinkers harnessed beliefin divine
sanctions to promote order and harmony irr the state, cf. plato,
Laws to.8B9e; Livy r. rg.4, etc.

Prodicus of Ceos: (not Cos, as Rackham, or Chios, as McGregor,
but the island off Attica). This sophist, contemporary with
Socrates, is quoted by Sextus Empiricus (Math. g. rB) to the
eflect that ancients dei{ìed sun, moon, rivers, fountains, etc.,
because of their benefit to man.

ttg Euhemeru.r: Euhemerus of Messene (fl. gon rc) wrote a travel-
story,'The Sacred Scripture', in which he describes a monument
on the island of Panchaea which depicted Uranus, Cronus, and
Zers as earthly kings. He thus lent his name to the doctrine that
departed heroes were deified (see $ 38).

Ennius . . . translated hiø; Ennius of Rudiae (rgg-r69 nc) is better
knowrr as the father of Roman literature through inis Annales and
his Tragedies, but he also wrote a Euhemerus based on The Sacred
Søipture, in which remarkably enough he incorporated the
RomanJupiter as one of the heroes-turned-gods.

Eleusis . . . Samothrace . . . Lemnos: these are centres of mystery-reli-
gions. At Eleusis near Athens the cult of Demeter was practised
(Cicero and his Epicurean friend Atticus were initiated there;
see Leg. z. 36). On Samothrace and Lemnos, the islands in the
northern Aegean, the deities worshipped were the Cabiri, prob-
ably Phrygian in origin, but the ritual was increasingly identified
with those of Demeter and Dionysus; see W. K. C. Guthrie in
OCD s.v. Cabiri. Of the two poetic citations, the first, an iambic
trimeter, is unnaced; the second (anapaestic dimeter followed
by paroemiac) is speculatively attributed to the philoctel¿s of the
early dramatist Accius.

te,o Demomitas: see $e9n. Cotta here separates into contradictory
parts Democritus' doctrine of images as recounted later by
Sextus Empiricus (g. rg and 4z ff.), according to which there
are particles of divine force which form vast beings of long but
not everlasting life, some of which are beneficent and others
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malevolent. They arc visible and audible, and when these

images enter our consciousness we identify them as gods.

more aþþroþriate to De¡nocritus' natiae cit2; Democritus came fro¡¡
Abdera in Thrace, a tou'll which in Roman times was regarded
as a backwater ofstupidity; cf. Juvenal r o. 5o.

tzt the attitude of the Stoics this praise of Stoicism for its superior doc-
trine of friendship is disingenuous, for Epicureans laid great
store by friendship at the hu¡nan level (cf. Principal Doctrines 27
'Of the things which wisdom acquires for the blessedness of life
as a whole, by far the greatest is the possession of friendship').
At the level ofdivine benevolence, Cotta could have argued that
the Stoic divinity was more helpful to the human race, þut not
in any personal sense.

r22 it will cease t0 beJriøndship: Aristotle ("ME t t55b) recognizes three
leveis offriendship: utility, pleasure, and goodness; Cotta here

¡'ejects the first, and espouses the Stoics' belief that 'friendship
exists only between the virtuous' (Diogenes Laertius 7. r24).
Cicero develops the theme of friendship at greater iength in his
De amicitia.

rzg Posidonius: See $ 6 n. The Stoic philosopher and historian (r.t3S-
c.5o nc) had studied under Panaetius at Athens, and later se ttled
at Rhodes, where Cicero encountered him in 78. When Cotta
claims acquaintance with him for himself and for Velleius and
Balbus, he perhaps recalls the occasion ofthe visit ofPosidonius
to Rome in 87. (Cicero may have forgotten that Cotta was in
exile at that time.) The work ofPosidonius on the gods mentioned
here must have been an important source for Cicero's discttssion
in the two following books, but surprisingly it is cited only once

(2. BB).

Book z

¡ For the importance of rhetorical presentation in the philosophi-
cal dialogues, see Introduction, p. xxxvii.

circle of listeners: judicial hearings at Rome were regularly
attended by a crowd ofonlookers.

z Cotta . . . þriest: for Cotta's appointment as þontifex, see Introduc-
tion, p. xxiv,

tnlt oþening rem¿r,ts: see I . 6o.
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g our school diuides this whole guestion . . . intoþur þarls: Cicero probably
draws on Posidonius, On the Gods, a work in five books of which
the fifth was a repudiation of Epicurean theology. The first four
will have covered systematically the topics listed here.

4 Ennius: the first citation is from his play Thyestes (fr. 35r War-
mington), the second from his Annals (fr.44BW). In the passage
between the two I read nutu ( 'by his nod' ) for motu in Ax.

5 secureþ lodged in succeeding generations: the argument ex clnsensu gen-
ilumfor the existence of gods, frequently invoked by the Stoics, is
resumed at 2. 12.

the hiþþocentaur or tl¿e Chimaerø: Balbus deliberately reinforces Cot-
ta's arguments at r . r 05 and r o8,

afraid of those monsters in the nether world: again echoing Cotta; see r .
B6 and n.

6 Lahe Regillus: Livy z. rgf. records how Rome struggled against
the Latin League and prevailed in 496 nc in this historic battle.
Livy does not record the intervention of Castor and Pollux,
though Postumius is said to have vowed a shrine to Castor. Plu-
tarch (Aemilius Paulus z5) recounts a legend that the two deities
reported the victory at Rome.

uictorl ouer Perseus: atPydnain r 68 s c Aemilius Paulus finally pre-
vailed over Perseus, King of Macedon, in the Third Macedonian
War (Livy 44.40.3tr).
lur )lung clntemþorarlt: this Vatinius was the lieutenant of Caesar,
whom Cicero impeached in 56 but was compelled to defend in
54. He was still in his 'teens at the dramatic date of this dialogue
(76 nc).

his magistrac2 at Reate: this Sabine town was still a prefecture in l68
Bc; the urban praetor sent his representative annualiy to preside
over the law-courts. Plutarch (Aemilius Paulus z5) merely states
that the rumour of the victory at Pydna reached Rome on the
fourth day after the battle.

the Locrians . . . at the riaer Sagr¿: this battle in Bruttium (legendary
details recorded inJustin eo.3) is dated about 56o nc, a few
years before Pythagoras'arrival in Croton began to reinvigorate
the city.

7 the stories of Moltsus, etc.: Mopsus may be the seer who accom-
panied the Argonauts and died en route (Apollonius Rhodius 4.


